
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAM I DIVISION

Case No. l3-243l2-CIV-GRAHAM/MCALILEY

EARL SAMPSON , et

Plaintiffs,

CITY OF MIAMI GARDENS, et al.,

Defendants.

/

OMN IBUS ORDER

THIS CAUSE comes before the Court upon Defendant City of Miami

Garden's Motion for Summary Judgment ED.E. 13317 Defendant

Officers' Motion for Summary Judgment ED.E. 134) and Plaintiffs'

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ED.E. 1481

THE COURT has considered the Motions, the Responses and

Replies thereto, pertinent portions of the record, and is otherwise

fully advised in the premises . For the reasons stated herein,

Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED, and

Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment are GRANTED IN PART and

DENIED IN PART .

1. FACTUAL & PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On November 27, 2013, Earl Sampson, Torre M . Daniels, Anthony

Lowery , Floyd Hall, Ross Picart, Roderick D . Smith, Kenneth

Crane, Yvensonne Montale, Omar Dean, Brandon Spivey, and Ali A .
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Saleh (collectively referred to as uPlaintiffs'') initially brought

suit against the City of Miami Gardens (hereinafter uthe City''),

its current and former mayor, its former city manager, and various

members of its police personnel. ED.E. After all named

Defendants challenged the sufficiency of Plaintiffs' initial and

amended pleadings, Plaintiffs filed their Third Amended Complaint

on July 2014. (D.E. 10lq. In doing so, Plaintiffs voluntarily

dismissed their claims against the current and former mayor, former

city manager, and eighty-two (82) individual police officers

leaving only , the City, Chief Matthew Boyd, Deputy Chief Paul

Miller, and Major Anthony Chapman (collectively referred to as

''Defendant Officers'') to defend against their claims. ED.E. 75 and

The basis of Plaintiffs' suit against the City lies with the

City's alleged Zero Tolerance Zone, Quota, and Racial Targeting

policies, which Plaintiffs maintain were the cause of numerous

unconstitutional stop-and-frisks and arrests by officers of the

Miami Gardens Police Department ('AMGPD'') from 2008 to the filing of

the Third Amended Complaint. (D.E. 1 at 20-24; D.E. 56 at 20-252

Plaintiffs allege, inter alia, violations

pursuant to the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. Id . Plaintiffs

also assert 5 1983 supervisory liability claims against the

Defendant Officers in their individual capacities. For their

claims, Plaintiffs seek monetary damages for the unconstitutional

4 2 U . S . C . 5 l 9 8 3
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arrests and stop-and-frisks, as well as injunctive relief halting

enforcement of the City 's policies. Id .

In turn the City denies having any policies that resulted in

Plaintiffs' constitutional rights being violated. In addition, the

Defendant Officers maintain that Plaintiffs' arrests were

constitutional, based upon probable cause, and that lawful force

was utilized each time. (D.E. 102). After conducting extensive

discovery in this case, the parties have filed cross-motions for

summary judgment for the Court's consideration. The Court will

address the merits of the parties' Motions below .

II . STANDARD OF REV IEW

The Court shall grant summary judgment if the movant shows

that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the

movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed.

56(a). The moving party bears the initial burden of stating the

basis for its motion and identifying those portions of the record

demonstrating the absence genuine issues of material fact.

Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 323-24 (1986). That burden

is discharged if the moving party shows the Court that there is uan

absence of evidence to support the non-moving party's case.'' I# . at

325. Once the moving party has discharged its burden, the non-

moving party must designate specific facts showing that there is a

genuine issue of material fact. Q;. at 324. Issues of fact are

ugenuine'' if a reasonable fact finder considering the evidence
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presented could find for the non-moving party . Anderson v . Liberty

Lobbv, Incw 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986)

111 . DISCUSSION

In their Motions, Defendants argue that they are entitled to

judgment as a matter

comply with a condition precedent that bars

claims; (2) most of Plaintiffs claims are

1aw because: Plaintiffs failed

all of their common law

barred by the statute of

limitations;

searches, and seizures under the Fourteenth Amendment;

Plaintiffs incorrectly seek relief for arrests,

Plaintiffs cannot show any constitutional deprivations;

Plaintiffs cannot show the existence of any official municipal

policy which was the moving force behind the alleged constitutional

deprivations; (6) Plaintiffs cannot show supervisory liability on

behalf the Defendant Officers; and the Defendant Officers

are entitled to qualified immunity .

Conversely, in their cross-motion for partial summary

judgment, Plaintiffs argue that they are entitled to judgment as a

matter

regarding the unconstitutionality of the City 's Racial Targeting

Policy and violations of Plaintiffs' Fourteenth Amendment rights;

no genuine issue of fact exists as to whether Defendant Chapman

udirected MGPD officers to stop all black males from the ages of

law because: no genuine issue of fact exists

fifteen

reasonable articulable suspicion of criminalitys'

and thirty regardless of whether there existed a

no genuine

4
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issue of fact remains as to whether Defendants Boyd and Miller were

deliberately indifferent to the Racial Targeting Policy

uimplemented by (Defendant Chapmanq, and the subsequent unlawful

conduct of MGPD officers.'' ED.E. 1482.1

A. Sovereign Immunity & State Law Claims

With respect to Defendants' first argument in favor of summary

judgment,

to the notice requirements set forth in Florida's sovereign

is undisputed that Plaintiffs did not strictly adhere

immunity waiver statute, Fla. Stat. 5 786.28(6)(c) (D.E. at

$421 Plaintiffs acknowledge the insufficiency of their prior

notices to the City

statutorily required personal

insofar as they did not include all of their

information. (D.E. 168) Since strict

adherence is required and discovery is now closed, Plaintiffs are

l The Court notes that Plaintiffs raise a procedural issue in their Response to
the City's Motion for Summary Judgment. However, Plaintiffs' argument
demonstrates, yet again, a fundamental misunderstanding of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. Rule 56, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, states: ''A partv may

move for summary judgment, identifying each claim or defense - or the part of
each claim or defense - on which summary judgment is sought.'' Fed.R.CiV.P. 56(a)
(emphasis added). In this case, Plaintiffs assert claims against multiple
parties; therefore, each party-defendant is entitled to move for summary

judgment. The same is true for each party-plaintiff. The City, consistent with
its prerogative granted by Rule 56, moved independently for summary disposition
of Plaintiffs' claims against it. Likewise, rather than burdening the Court with

duplicative motions, Defendant Officers collectively moved for summary judgment
given the similarity of Plaintiffs' legal claims against them and the record
evidence presented. The same is true for Plaintiffs' collective Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment against all named Defendants. According to Rule 56, each

Plaintiff could have moved separately for partial summary judgment; however, this
would have resulted in an inefficient use of precious judicial resources and
would delay the adjudication of their claims.

Moreover, as to Plaintiffs' argument concerning the length of Defendants'

Motions/Memoranda and Statements of Facts and their resulting prejudice, the
Court will consider all pages and materials submitted in support of each motion

for summary judgment, including Plaintiffs' Motion. Therefore, with this
understanding, the Court finds Plaintiffs' procedural arguments to be without

merit.

5
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precluded from correcting their oversight. See Fla . Stat. 5

786.28(6) (d). Therefore, summary disposition is appropriate as to

Plaintiffs' state 1aw claims stated in Counts 9 21 of the Third

Amended Complaint ED.E. 101q.

B. Further Limitations on Review

Defendants next argue that the majority of the incidents

underlying Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the statute of

limitations for tort actions. Since Plaintiffs acknowledged their

failure to strictly adhere to Fla. Stat. 786.28(6)4c),

Defendants' argument is moot as to Plaintiffs' state 1aw claims.

However, with respect to the numerous police encounters underlying

their 5 1983 claims, Plaintiffs argue that the continuing tort

doctrine applies and that all incidents, including ones produced in

discovery and not specifically pled, should be considered by the

Court. In support of their position, Plaintiffs rely on New Port

Larqo , Inc . v . Monroe Cntv w

1988) However, the opinion in that case was vacated by Eleventh

Circuit in New Port Larqo, Inc. v . Monroe Cntv., F.2d 1488

7O6 F. Supp. 1507, 1516 (S.D. Fla.

(11th Cir. 1993). Moreover, the issue in New Port Largo, Inc. was

the application of the statute

accrual dates for federal regulatory takings claims, which is

completely inapposite the circumstances of this case. The issue

presented here is whether Florida's statute of limitations for tort

actions applies to Fourth Amendment claims asserted under 5 1983.

limitations doctrine the

6
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In Wallace v. Kato, the Supreme Court stated that ''lszection

1983 provides a federal cause of action, but in several respects

relevant here, federal 1aw looks to the law of the State in which

the cause of action arose . This is so for the length of the statute

of limitations : It is that which the State provides for personal-

injury torts.'' Wallace, 549 U.S. 384, 387 (2007). Under Florida

law, a four-year statute of limitation applies. See Fla . Stat. 5

95.11(3). Here, Plaintiffs filed suit against Defendants on

November

prior to November 27, 2009 are

2013. ED.E. As a result, a11 incidents occurring

time-barred pursuant to Fla . Stat.

5 95.11(3) Moreover, since they have not formally sought leave to

amend, for a fourth time, or to supplement their operative

complaint, the Court will not entertain Plaintiffs' current attempt

not specificallyto expand the pleadings by relying on incidents

pled in the Third Amended Complaint. See Fed.R.CiV.P. l5(a) (2) and

( d ) .

C. Constitutional Limits & Liability under 42 U.S.C. 5 1983

The Fourth Amendment and Police Encounters

According to the text of the Fourth Amendment, ''Et) he right of

the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and

effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be

violated

(1968), the Supreme

permissible for a police officer to ''stop and briefly detain a

U . S . CONST . amend . In Terrv v . Ohio, 392 U .S.

Court held that it is constitutionally
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person for investigative purposes

suspicion supported by articulable facts that criminal activity

'may be afoot,' even if the officer lacks probable cause.'' U .S. v .

Sokolow, 490 U.S. (1989) (citing Terrv, 398 U.S. at 30). This

type of police encounter is now known in common legal parlance as

if the officer has a reasonable

a Terrv stop .

a. Stops

In determining whether a Terrv stop took place, the inquiry is

Mwhether a reasonable person would feel free to decline the

officers' requests or otherwise terminate the encounter.'' Florida

v. Bostick, 5Ol U.S. 429, 436 (1991) see also U.S. v. Mendenhall,

446 (198O)(uEA) person has been 'seized' with in the

meaning of the Fourth Amendment only if, in view of a1l of the

circumstances surrounding the incident, a reasonable person would

have believed that he was not free to leave.'') As the Supreme

Court stressed in Terrv,

search were conducted is, of course, as vital a part of the inquiry

as whether they were warranted at all. The Fourth Amendment

nltzhe manner in which the seizure and

proceeds as much by limitations upon the scope of governmental

action as by imposing preconditions upon its initiation .'' Terrv,

at 28 (citing Katz v. U.S., 389 U.S. 347, 354-356 (1967)).

A Terry stop is permissible uwhen the officer has a

reasonable, articulable suspicion that the person (stoppedl has

been, is, or is about to be engaged in criminal activity.'' U.S. v .

8
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Place, 462 U.S. 696, 702 (1983) (citation omitted). In other words,

'' ' E t ) he of f icer

than an inchoate and unparticularized suspicion or hunch .''' Alabama

v. White, 496 U.S. 325, 329 (1990) (quoting Sokolow, 490 U.S. at

must be able to articulate something more

''Reasonable suspicion, like probable cause, is dependent upon b0th

the content of information possessed by police and its degree of

reliability. Both factors - quantity and quality - are considered

in the 'totality of the circumstances

must be taken into account when evaluating whether there is

the whole picturez' that

reasonable suspicion.''

Thus, uwhether reasonable suspicion existed is an objective test,

and an officer's subjective intentions or beliefs are immaterial.''

U.S. v. Robinson, 515 F. App'x (11th 2013) see also,

Id. at 331 (internal quotation omitted).

Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 397 (1989).

b. Frisks

Moreover, during a Terrv stop , ua 1aw enforcement officer, for

his own protection and safety, may conduct a patdown to find

weapons that he reasonably believes or suspects are then in the

possession of the person he has accosted.'' Ybarra v . Illinois,

U.S. 85, 93 (1979). In order uto proceed from a stop to a frisk,

the police officer must reasonably suspect that the person stopped

is armed and dangerous.'' Arizona v . Johnson, 555 U .S. 323, 326

(2009). frisk is ustrictly 'limited to that which is necessary

for the discovery of weapons which might be used to harm the

9
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officer or others nearby .''' Minnesota v . Dickerson, 508 U.S. 366,

373 (lgg3llquoting Terry, 392 U.S. at 26) However, during a frisk

for weapons, if a police officer ''pats down a suspect's outer

clothing and feels an object whose contour mass makes its

identity immediately apparent Eas contrabandq, there has been no

invasion of the suspect's

the officer's search for

privacy beyond that already authorized by

weapons.'' Id. at 375-76. Indeed, ''if the

object is contraband, its warrantless seizure would be justified

Id=

c. Consensual Encounters

However, unlike Terry stops, consensual police encounters do

not implicate the Fourth Amendment. ''The mere fact that a law

enforcement officer approaches an individual and so identifies

himself, without more, does not result in a seizure.'' U .S. v .

Baker, 290 F.3d 1276, 1278 (11th Cir. 2002). Likewise, ''even when

officers have no basis for suspecting a particular individual, they

that individual; ask to examine themay generally ask questions of

individuals identification; and request consent to search his or

her luggage as long as the police do not convey a message that

compliance with their requests is required .'' Bostick, 501 U .S. at

434-357 accord INS v. Delgado, 466 (1984)(uEP)olice

questioning, by itself, is unlikely to result in a Fourth Amendment

violation (ulnless the circumstances of the encounter are so

intimidating that a reasonable person would have believed he was

10
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not free to leave if he had not responded.'o . Eleventh Circuit

precedent lists a number of factors to consider in determining

whether a consensual encounter transformed into a ''seizure'' under

the Fourth Amendment. In U.S . v. Perez, the court stated:

Factors relevant to this inquiry include, among other

things: whether a citizen's path is blocked or impeded;

whether identification is retained; the suspect's age,

education and intelligence; the length of the suspect's

detention and questioning; the number of police officers

present; the display of weapons; any physical touching of

the suspect; and the language and tone of voice of the

police.

Perez, 443 F.3d 772, 778 (11th Cir. zoo6llquoting U.S. v. De La

Rosa, 922 F.2d (11th Cir. 1991))

Thus, in outlining the permissible scope of Terrv stops and

subsequent frisks as opposed to consensual police encounters, the

Court notes that uthere is no exception for stops of pedestrians

for the general purpose of deterring crime.'' Floyd v . Citv of N.Y .,

959 F. Supp. 2d 540, 568 (S.D.N.Y. 2013). Similarly, nnothing in

Terrv can be understood to allow a generalized 'cursory search for

weapons' or indeed, any search whatever for anything but weapons.''

Id. at 569 (quoting Ybarra, 444 U.S. at 93-94).

2. The Fourteenth Amendment & Selective Enforcement

Just as the Fourth Amendment protects against unreasonable

searches and seizures, the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment mandates that ''lnlo State shall deny to

any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

law .'' U .S . CoNsT. amend. XIV 5 1. This ''is essentially a direction

11
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that al1 persons similarly situated should be treated alike.'' City

of Cleburne v . Cleburne Livinq Ctr.. Inc., 432, 439

(1985). ''The central purpose of (the Clause) is the prevention of

official conduct discriminating on the basis of race .'' Washington

v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, (1976); see also Whren v. U.S.,

U.S. 806, 813 (1996) C'The Constitution prohibits selective

enforcement of the law based on considerations such as race.''). A

plaintiff can plead violations of the Equal Protection Clause in

three different ways:

that Bexpressly classifies persons on the basis of racei''

a plaintiff can identify a law or policy

a

plaintif f can point to a ''f acially neutral 1aw or policy that has

been applied in an intentionally discriminatory manners' or a

Eandplaintiff can identify ua facially neutral statute or policy

allege that it) has an adverse effect and that it was motivated by

discriminatory animus.'' Brown v . Citv of Oneonta, N.Y ., 22l F .23d

329, 337 (2d Cir. 1999) (internal quotations and citations omitted).

However, a facially neutral ulaw or other official act, without

regard to whether it reflects a racially discriminatory purpose, is

Enot) unconstitutional (s) olely because it has a racially disparate

impact.'' Davis, 426 U.S. at 239. Instead, uEp) roof of racially

discriminatory intent or purpose is

the Equal Protection Clause.''

required to show a violation of

Villaqe of Arlinqton Heiqhts v.

Metro. Housinq Development Corpw 429 U.S. 252, 265 (1977).

some cases, na clear pattern, unexplainable on grounds

12
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other than race, emerges from

when the governing legislation appears

266 (citing Yick Wo v. Hopkins, l18 U.S. 356 (1886). The Eleventh

Circuit has recognized that Plaintiffs may bring an equal

neutral on its face.'' Id . at

protection claim for the selective enforcement of a facially

neutral ordinance, so long as intentional or purposeful

discrimination is shown on the part

Rainbow Citv, Ala., 434 F.3d 1306, 1313-14 (11th

prevail (onl a selective enforcement claim based upon a facially

neutral ordinance, Plaintiffs must show that they were treated

differently from other similarly situated individuals, and (2) that

2006). %'To

Defendantls) unequally applied (thel ordinance for the purpose of

of the City .2 Campbell v .

discriminating against Plaintiffs.'' Id . at 1314 . Furthermore,

nlEdliscriminatory purpose' implies more than intent as

volition or intent as awareness of consequences. implies that

the decisionmaker selected or reaffirmed a particular course

the effect of the state action even

of action at least in part 'because of,' not merely 'in spite ofz'

its adverse effects upon an identifiable group .''' Mccleskv, 48l

U.S. at 298 (quoting Pers. Admin. of Mass. v. Feenev, 442 U.S. 256,

2 In its Motion
, 
the City argues that ''Plaintiffs improvidently seek relief under

the Fourteenth Amendment for arrest, search and seizure claims in Counts I and
11 since the Fourth Amendment is a specific textual source of protection, rather
than the generalized notion of substantive due process.'' ED.E. 133 at 25).
Although Plaintiffs utilize similar language in each count, they only assert an
equal protection violation in Count 11 and not Count 1. ED.E. l0l at 5l, $6 217-
2252. Therein, Plaintiffs essentially allege a selective enforcement claim due
to ''MGPD officers utilizEing) race and/or national origin . . . as the
determinative factors in conducting stops-and-frisks, searches, seizures, and/or
arrests in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.'' ED.E. l01 at 52, $ 2l9J.

13
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279 (1979)). Additionally, uEalbsent some evidence of racially

disproportionate (stops or) arrests compared to the actual

incidence of violations by race, there is no basis for inferring

racially selective 1aw enforcement.'' Swint v . City of Wadley, A1a.,

F.3d 988, 1000 (11th Cir. 1995); accord U.S. v. Bell, 86 F.3d

820, 823 (8th Cir. 1996) C'To establish discriminatory effect in a

race case, the claimant must show people of another race violated

the 1aw and the law was not enforced against them.'')

3. Liability under 42 U.S.C. ï 1983

Unlike the constitutional strictures noted above, Title 42

U.S.C. 5 1983 does not create any substantive rights for individual

citizens. Albriqht v. Oliver, (1994). Instead,

it serves as a vehicle for citizen-plaintiffs to vindicate federal

rights that have already been recognized .

states, in pertinent part:

Id . Specifically, 1983

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, or usage, of any State . .

subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States . . . to the deprivation of any rights,

privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and

laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action
at law, suit in equity , or other proper proceeding for

redress

U .S.C. 5 1983.

According to the Supreme Court's holding in Monell v . Dept. of

Social Svcsw 436 U.S. 658 (1978), local governments are ''persons''

that can be sued under 5 1983 . ''Section 1983 provides a fault-based

analysis for imposing municipal liability; therefore, plaintiffs

14
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must establish that the city was the person who caused them to be

subjected to their deprivation.''Depew v. Citv of St. Marys, Ga.,

198 6 ) ; id . at 694 ( ''It787 F . 2d 1496 , 14 99 ( 11th

execution of a government's

lawmakers or by those whose edicts or acts may fairly be said to

represent

as an entity is responsible under 5 1983.''). However, the Supreme

Court also placed limitations on municipal liability insofar as

ulocal governmentEs) may not be sued under 5 1983 for an injury

solely by its employees or agents.'' Monell, 436 U .S. 694 .

official policy, inflicts the injury that the government

when

policy or custom, whether made by its

Therefore, Plaintiffs must ultimately prove constitutional

violations resulting from :

policy or

through repeated acts of a final (Cityz policymaker.'' Andrade v.

Miami Dade Cntyw 2011 WL 4345665 at *8 (S.D. Fla. Sept.

zollllciting Grech v. Clavton Cntv., Ga., 335 F.3d 1326, 1329 (11th

Cir. 2003)) see also Depew v. Citv of St. Marvs, Ga., 787 F.2d

an officially promulgated (Cityl

an unofficial custom or practice of the (Cityl shown

1496, 1499 (11th Cir. 1986) (BTo establish (an unofficial! policy

a persistent and wide-or custom , it is generally necessary to show

spread practice. Moreover, actual or constructive knowledge of such

customs must be attributed to the governing body of the

municipality However, the custom need not receive formal

approval.'') (citations omitted)

Under either theory, Plaintiffs must: show that the local

15
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governmental entity, here the (City) has authority and

responsibility over the governmental function in issue and

identify those officials who speak with final policymaking

authority for that local governmental entity concerning the act

alleged to have caused the particular constitutional violation in

issue.'' Grech, F.3d at 1330 (citing Jett v. Dallas Indep. Sch.

Distw 491 U.S. 701, 737 (1989)). In the absence of an identified

final policymaker, Plaintiffs must show that the City itself ''was

deliberately indifferent to known and repeated E1 violations

constitutional rights.'' Andrade, 2011 WL 4345665 at *8.

D. Individual Constitutional Violations

With respect to Plaintiffs' 1983 claims, the City and

Defendant Officers argue that Plaintiffs have failed to present

record evidence of individual constitutional violations. Indeed,

the City and Defendant Officers correctly raise this threshold

issue insofar as nEiqf a person has suffered no constitutional

injury at the hands of the individual police officerz'' the fact

that the City's or MGPD'S policies

in unconstitutional stops-and-frisks

Citv of Los Angeles v . Heller,

may have authorized or resulted

uis quite beside the point.''

(1986); see

Vinevard v. County of Murray, Ga., 990 F.2d 1207, 1211 (11th Cir.

1993) (''only when it is clear that a violation of specific rights

has occurred can the question of 5 1983 municipal liability for the

injury arise.'o . By identifying an absence of record evidence on

16
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this issue, the burden shifts to Plaintiffs to designate specific

facts showing that a genuine issue of material fact exists to

preclude summary judgment. Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 324.

1. Earl Sampson

With respect to Mr. Sampson, the lead Plaintiff in this case,

he alleges MGPD officers uunlawfully stopped-and-frisked, searched,

seized, and/or arrested without reasonable suspicion or arguable

probable cause'' on nine specific instances dating from October

2010 to August 2012. ED.E. at 16-22, $$ 72-85) . However, at his

deposition taken on August 21, 2014, Mr. Sampson did not recall any

of the incidents alleged in the Third Amended Complaint. During his

deposition, Mr . Sampson testified as follows:

October 152h, 2010 at the library smoking a cigar; do

you remember that?

Q: October 19th, 2010, Officer Carpenter, intersection of
27th and 2072h; do you have any recollection of this

incident?

A : No .

November 3rd, 2o1o standing in front of a residential
home at 21099 Northwest 32nd Avenue with Officer

Barney ; do you have any memory of this?

No .

Q: November 3rd, 2010, is that the same day? Yes later
that day do you remember having two encounters with

the same officer on the same day?

A : No .
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Q: June 7th, 2011, Buccaneer Park with Officer Barney,
anything you remember about that?

A : No .

We are up to page 20 of your interrogatory answers,

and we are still going through just to see if you
have any recollection of the incidents that were

placed in here from the police reports.

All right. August 2011 at the Race Trac; do you

recall this?

A : No .

Q: September 20th we are on page 22 now . . . Okay do

you recall any of these incidents that are listed

on page 22 of your interrogatory answers?

A : No .

ED.E. 144-15 at 16-182.

Likewise, the corresponding Field Contact Reports offer very

little information concerning the unconstitutionality of Mr.

Sampson's encounters with MGPD officers. For example, on October

15, 2010, Officer Hopson made the following remarks:

I observed EMr. Sampsonq sitting on the west wall of the
library smoking a cigar. EMr. Sampsonq stated he was
waiting on a friend to meet him there. EMr. Sampson)
stated he doesn't have any intention to use the library.

I informed (Mr.) Sampson to find another location to hang
out at. EMr.) Sampson left the library. No wants/warrants
outstanding .

(D.E. 149-33). Although Officer Hopson's noted reason for

generating the report was a nsuspicious person,'' there is no

indication that Mr. Sampson was not free to terminate the

18
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encounter. Bostick, 50l U .S. at 4367 see also Mendenhall, 446 U .S.

at 554 (%'As long as the person to whom questions are put remains

free to disregard the questions and walk away, there has been no

intrusion upon that person's liberty or privacy as would under the

Constitution require some particularized and objective

justification.'o . Similarly, on October l9, 2010, Officer Carpenter

remarked: uContact was made with Sampson in the area of NW 27th Ave/

NW 207th St . Records check revealed no warrants.'' (D.E. 149-33 at

29) . On November 3, 2010, Officer Barney remarked: uOn the date and

time observed (Mr. Sampson) standing in front of the listed

address. I approached him and he advised his house was a block away

and he was just going to the store. A complete record check

revealed no wants on FCIC/NCIC.'' Id. at 31. In the same manner, on

August 26, 2011, Officer Horn remarked: uContact was made with EMr.

Sampson) and a complete record check was conducted with negative

results for any wants on FCIC/NCIC.'' ED.E. 151-4 at Lastly, on

January 2012, Officer Velez remarked : uWhile patrolling the

area of NW 207th St/ NW 32nd Avew came contact with (Mr.

Sampson) Sampson was observed loitering in this area and was asked

for ID . Routine records checked revealed a valid ID card and no

wants.'' (D.E. 149-37 at 1). Viewing these incidents in a light most

favorable to Mr. Sampson, there simply is no indication that he was

not free to terminate these encounters with MGPD officers . Bostick,

U .S. at 4367 see also Mendenhall, 446 Perez,
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F.3d at 778.

that his August 23, 2012 arrest for

trespass at the Quick Stop violated his constitutional rights since

''Enleither the store owner nor an authorized representative of the

store owner had requested that Mr. Sampson be removed, trespassed,

or investigated.'' ED.E. 1O1 at

narrative the Incident/lnvestigation Report, Wagoner

unoticed another male coming out from within the listed venue's

front door and quickly identified him as Earl Sampson based on

numerous previous encounters and personally known to R .A .D . team

T According

Officer

the

Mr. Sampson also maintains

for trespassing on listed store numerous times.'' (D.E. 151-3 at 2)

The narrative further states that the nEl) isted venue had posted

'MGPD Zero Tolerance no Trespassing signs''' and that nthe sign was

painted over no longer visible.'' Id. The narrative concludes by

stating ''Mr. Sampson was arrested Efor trespass after warningq once

again, issued a promise to appear and escorted off the premises.

However, because of previous incidents at this venue, officer knows

a trespass agreement3 exists.'' Id .

In his post-deposition affidavit submitted to explain his lack

of recollection, Mr . Sampson states that, on January 28, 2015, he

uviewed four videos that refreshed Ehis) memory as to some of Ehis)

encounters with EMGPD) officers.'' ED.E. 149-28 at 2, $ 8) . Although

Mr. Sampson's memory was mostly refreshed on incidents that were

See infra, pgs. 58-60.
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not specifically pled, he did recall his police encounter on August

23, 2012 . As to this encounter, Mr. Sampson testified :

Again I was stocking the store, which is part of my job
at the Quickstop. I went outside for less than about 30
seconds to throw out the trash and before I could come

back in, the white bald officer arrested me for
trespassing . This happened in front of Alex, the owner,

who told him that I worked there. Alex then went and
complained to Internal Affairs about what they were doing
to me .

(D.E. 149-28 at

Nonetheless, even if Plaintiff Saleh did not request Mr.

Sampson be removed from the premises or previously revoked his pre-

authorization for trespass by MGPD officers, Mr. Sampson was still

subject to the fifteen ''Stay-Away'' orders entered by the

County Court in and for Miami-Dade County. ED .E. 144-16 at 1-15;

T

138-122. The earliest one on record is April 2009. Id. at

This particular order directed Mr . Sampson not to have contact with

the Quick Stop in person, telephone, or by another individual. Id.

Notably, Judge Pooler did not specify an expiration date for the

order. Id . The last one on record is June

Therein, Judge Mary Jo Francis ordered Mr . Sampson to

2012. Id . at

not have any

months. Id .contact with the Quick Stop for a period of six

Assuming each subsequent uStay Away'' order superceded the prior

ones issued, Judge Francis's order was still active at the time of

Sampson's arrest on August 2012. Therefore,

officers had probable cause and arguable probable

MGPD

cause to arrest
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Mr. Sampson. See Lee v. Ferraro, 284 F.3d 1188, 1195 (11th Cir.

2002) (Probable cause exists when M the facts and circumstances

within the officer's knowledge, of which he or she has reasonably

trustworthy information, would cause a prudent person to believe,

under the circumstances shown, that the suspect has committed, is

committing, or

l&Ea) rguable probable cause exists 'where reasonable officers in the

same circumstances and possessing the same knowledge as the

Defendant could have believed that probable cause existed to

about to commit an offense.'f' Moreover,

arrest.''') (internal citations and quotations omitted). Furthermore,

a police officer's ulterior motives cannot serve as the basis for

uinvalidatling) police conduct that is justifiable on the basis of

probable cause to believe that a violation of law has occurred.''

Whren, 517 U .S . at 811-12 . As such, Mr. Sampson has failed to come

forward with any record evidence showing a constitutional injury at

the hands of individual police officers and the City and Defendant

Officers are entitled to summary judgment on his claims against

them. Citv of Los Anqeles, 475 U .S . at 799.

2. Toree M. Daniels

Ms. Daniels alleges she was uunlawfully stopped-and-frisked,

searched, seized, and/or arrested without reasonable suspicion or

arguable probable cause'' by MGPD officers on five (5) specific

instances dating from 2010 to 2012. ED.E. 10l at 22-25, ff 86-972.

In her sworn interrogatory responses dated June 2015, Ms.
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Daniels includes details concerning her police encounters that are

identical to those included in the Third Amended Complaint. (D.E.

and 24) However, due to the lack of factual142-20 at 12,

specificity regarding her police encounters, the Court is unable to

determine if Ms. Daniels suffered any constitutional injuries. See

Celotex Corr.,

nonmoving party to go beyond the pleadings and

at (BRu1e 56(e) therefore requires the

ïdesignate

specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.''').

Notably , during her August l5, 2014 deposition, Ms. Daniels could

not recall any facts related to the incidents she included in the

Third Amended Complaint or

particular, Ms. Daniels's testimony was as follows;

her interrogatory responses.

Q: Okay. October 25, 2010, 7:00 p .m., Officer Carpenter
asking for your I.D . Do you remember anything about

that?

A : No .

June 2011, Trapaga 12:30 in the
for wants and warrants from the

remember?

No .

morning checked you

Quick Stop . Do you

December l7, 2011 at 7:00 at night Officer Barney

gave you an arrest for trespass after warning. Do

you remember that?4

6 Despite Ms. Daniels's lack of recollection concerning her encounter with
Officer Barney on December l7, 2011, her sworn interrogatory response includes

the following statement:

On December 2011, around 6:S0 I was at the Quick Stop. I
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A : No .

Q : Do you know who Officer Barney is?

A : No .

Q : Do you know who Officer Trapaga is?

A : No .

All right. May l1, 2012, 12:30 a.m . a block from your
residence Officer Payoute, P-A-Y-O-U-T-E, asked for

your I.D., asked you what you were doing walking on

a public street. Do you remember anything about

that?

A : No .

Q: May 24, 2012, it says here at 2 in the morning you

were just down the street from the True Value when
Officer Bernard came up to you and asked for your
I.D . Do you remember anything about that?

A : No .

ED.E. 142-18 at 2l, 23, 25, and 261.

In addition, Ms. Daniels submits a post-deposition affidavit

stating that she reviewed ''six videos'' that purportedly refreshed

her recollection as to her police encounters at the Quick Stop on

June 26, 2012, July 2012, August 11, 2012, November l5, 2012,

and December 2O, 2012. ED.E. 167-6). However, Ms. Daniels failed to

plead the specific incidents she refers to in her affidavit. In the

was approached and detained by Officer Barney, who was acting in his
official capacity for MGPD at the time. Officer Barney gave me a
written arrest for trespass after warning. Officer Hunholtz approved
the Field Contact Report.

ED.E. 142-20 at 201. However, Officer Barney's corresponding Complaint/Arrest
Affidavit does not give any details concerning this encounter. Instead, Officer
Barney's affidavit simply lists the charge of Trespass after Warning in violation
of Fla. Stat. 5 8l0.O9(l)(A). ED .E. 137-20 at 391. Thus, viewing this evidence
in a light most favorable to Ms. Daniels, the Court cannot conclude that her
encounter and subsequent arrest by Officer Barney violated her constitutional
rights.

24
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Third Amended Complaint, Ms. Daniels only pled police encounters

occurring on October 2010, June 4, 2011, December 17, 2011, May

2012, and May 24, 2012. (D.E. l01 at 22-25) As a result, Ms.

Daniels fails to come forward with any evidence that shows she

suffered a constitutional violation by MGPD officers with respect

to the incidents specifically pled in the Third Amended Complaint.

3. Brandon Spivey

Mr. Spivey alleges thirteen (13) specific instances in which

his constitutional rights were violated ranging from 2008 until

2012. ED.E. 101 at 26, îf 101-1141. As to the incidents alleged on

April 25, 2008, June 11, 2009, and September 9, 2009, Mr. Spivey is

precluded from relying on those to show a constitutional violation

because they 1ie outside of the statute of limitations period .

Wallace, 549 U.S. at 387 ; Fla. Stat. 5 95.11(3).

remaining allegations, Mr. Spivey relies

on his sworn interrogatory answers as proof of his constitutional

violations since he did not give any deposition testimony during

discovery. ED.E. 149-43 at 1-212. However, Mr. Spivey must go

beyond his pleadings and come forward with some evidence showing a

genuine issue for trial. Celotex Corp w 477 U.S . at 324. Upon

review, the majority of Mr. Spivey's interrogatory responses are

identical to the allegations included in the Third Amended

Complaint and lack factual specificity indicating constitutional

violations, with the exception of two encounters occurring on May

With respect to his
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24, 2011 and June 2, 2011. (D.E. 149-43 at 8)

As alleged, on May 24, 2011, Mr. Spivey

hanging out with some friends'' when he was

uwas at Buccaneer Park

approached and detained

by MGPD Officer Barrios without any reasonable articulable

suspicion that he was involved in criminal activity. (D.E. 101 at

! 1102. Mr. Spivey further alleges that after Officer Barrios

checked his identification and after his record check came back

clear, he was released. Id . In addition to these allegations, Mr.

Spivey's interrogatory response states that ''Officer Barrios did

not handcuff me but searched my pockets without any consent.'' ED.E.

149-43 at 212.

Likewise, Mr. Spivey alleges that, :1(0) n June 2, 2011, around

2:36 a.m., Ehe) was in the vicinity of the Quickstop and Buccaneer

Park when he Ewas) approached and detained by MGPD Officer Victor

Velez'' for loitering in the area. ED.E. at $ 111) Mr.

Spivey further alleges that, after providing his identification

and completing a records check, Officer Velez released him . Id .

Mr. Spivey's interrogatory response is substantially similar to his

initial allegations; however, Mr. Spivey adds one critical detail.

Mr. Spivey states that uEwlhile Officer Velez was waiting for my

records check to come back, he searched my pockets without my

permission.'' ED.E. 149-43 at 8). Thus, in these instances, Mr.

Spivey presents triable issues as to whether his Fourth Amendment

rights were violated by Officers Barrios and Velez when they
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allegedly searched his pockets without consent, arrest, or after

conducting a proper stop-and-frisk for weapons and identifying the

presence of contraband.

4. Anthony Lowery

specific instances in which his

constitutional rights were violated ranging from 2009 until 2012.

ED.E. 1O1 at 31-32, ff 117-125). As to the incidents alleged on

June 2009 and June 2009, Mr. Lowery is precluded from

relying on those to show a constitutional violation as they 1ie

outside of the applicable statute of limitations period. Wallace,

549 at Fla. Stat. 95.11(3).

As to the incident alleged on May 2012, the

Complaint/Arrest Affidavit completed by Officer Jacobs states that

he nobserved EMr. Loweryl drinking a 12 oz. Bud Light beer inside

the Quickstop grocery store.'' ED.E. 138-41. Officer Jacobs also

reported that signs were posted indicating uthat it is illegal to

consume alcoholic beverages within lOO ft . of the store./'s Id.

Officer Jacobs then checked

outstanding warrants and released Mr . Lowery ''on his own

recognizance with a Epromise to Appearq.'' Id.

see if Mr . Lowery had any

During his deposition on September 2014, Mr. Lowery

presented inconsistent testimony as to the events that transpired

on May 2012. First, Mr. Lowery testified that he uwasn't

5 see infra
, note 6.
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drinking beer in the store.'' (D.E. 144-1 at 14). As counsel's

questions continued, Lowery changed his testimony and stated

that he could neither remember the incident nor whether he had to

appear in court because of the open container charge. Id . at 15.

Since the Court

and some of his

is precluded from weighing Mr. Lowery's credibility

testimony conflicts with Officer Jacobs's version

of events, viewing such most favorably to Mr. Lowery, there is a

genuine issue of material fact as to whether Officer Jacobs's

encounter with Mr. Lowery on May 18, 2012 offended the

Constitution. See Anderson v . Libertv Lobbv, Inc ., 477 U .S. 242,

255 (1986) C%credibility determinations, the weighing of the

evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the facts

are jury functions, not those of a judge, whether he is ruling on

directed verdict.'o .a motion for summary judgment or for a

Regarding the incident alleged on June 22, 2012, after being

observed by officers Dunaske and Sanchez with hair-cutting

equipment, Mr. Lowery uwas detained and his hair cutting tools were

seized.'' (D.E. 1O1 at 32, î Mr. Lowery further alleges that

uEwlithout giving Miranda warnings, Officer Dunaske interrogated

Ehim) about what he was doing.'' Id. To which, Mr. Lowery nhonestly

responded that he was just giving a few trims/haircuts, and did not

claim that he was charging the two men from trimming up their

hair.'' Id . Because he was not being compensated for his barbering,

Mr. Lowery claims that his subsequent arrest violated his
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constitutional rights. Id .

According

Incident/lnvestigation

Officer Dunaske's narrative the

Report, the encounter occurred as follows:

I observed EMr. Lowery) standing next to a black folding
chair holding an electric hair clipper. An additional

hair clipper was on the ground. Both clippers were

plugged into a white extension cord that was plugged into
an outlet on the exterior of the storefront . An open

duffel bag containing additional barber equipment was on

the ground next to the chair. An unidentified subject
was walking away . . . . A second subject, known to me as
(Lance Ford), was sitting in the chair with cash in his
hand. Without prompting, EMr. Ford) told me he knew he
was not supposed to be at the venue but he wished to get

a haircut noting that he had money in hand as if to prove

to me his intentions. I asked (Mr. Lowery) what he was
doing. He stated he was just giving a few haircuts. When
asked, (Mr. Loweryq could not produce a barber license.

(D.E. 139-10 at

During his January 30, 2015 deposition, Mr . Lowery stated that

uhad to usher for a funeral thea gentleman named John Hightower

following day'' and asked him if he uwould just give him a line.''

ED.E. 144-1 at 162. Mr. Lowery testified this was a1l he did prior

Officer Dunaske's arrival and that uit wasn't for money .'' Id.

Mr. Lowery then describes the following exchange :

And then they (Officers Dunaske and Sanchez) pull up
and then another guy sits in the chair, his name

is Lance . . . he sits in the chair and pull out

money like, hey, man, can you cut my hair for me?

Eq And I looked up at him like you know I'm not
standing up here soliciting. I'm not cutting hair,

dude. And I said that in front of the cops. What
are you doing, I'm not up here cutting hair like

that.

29
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Q: All right. So when the police arrived Lance pulled
out money and asked you for a haircut and sat in
the chair?

A : Sat right there in the chair. And no one was sitting

in the chair at the time when they pulled up and

jumped out with their guns, like they always do,
Lance sits down in the chair. I don't know if he
has got issues with them or whatever, but he sits
down an pulled out money .

Id. at 16. Thereafter, Mr. Lowery admitted to owning the hair

clippers observed by Officer Dunaske and, given the circumstances,

stated that he understood why Officer Dunaske thought he was

barbering without a license. Id.

Viewing this evidence in a light most favorable to Mr . Lowery,

the Court concludes that Officer Dunaske had probable cause and

arguable probable cause to detain and arrest Mr. Lowery on the

incident in question. See Ferraro, 284 F.3d at 1195. Thus,

Lowery fails to show a constitutional violation as to his June 22,

2012 encounter with MGPD officers. Nonetheless, as discussed above,

there is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Officer

Jacobs had probable cause or arguable probable cause to arrest Mr.

Lowery on May l8, 2012 for consuming alcohol within l0O feet of the

Quick Stop .

5. Floyd Hall, Jr.

Mr. Hall alleges six (6) specific incidents in the Third

Amended Complaint. Like other Plaintiffs, Mr. Hall was unable to

recall any details concerning his police encounters other than ''he

was stopped'' and MGPD officers nasked Ehimq for identification.''
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ED.E. 143-6 at 9-111. However, Mr. Hall did recall some details

about his police encounters occurring on November 15, 2012 and July

3, 2013. His deposition testimony concerning the November 15, 2012

encounter was as follows :

Q : Okay . So going by what your complaint says, that is
the November 15th, 2012 incident, and that's what I

want to ask you about now, okay?

A: Okay . With the taser incident, I walked out of the

store and then they Eive., MGPD officers) sit there
and ask me for identification. They were asking

people as they went along. They sit there and pat

me down without no consent from me.

Q: Did the officer ask if he could pat you down?

A : No, he didn't.

Q: So what did the officer say to you, anything,
before patting you down?

A : He told me turn around, face the wall, hands on the

wall.

@

Q: Did you say, no, I don't want to be searched?
A : No, I didn't

Q : Were you asked for permission?
A : No , I was not .

When the officers found the stun gun, what did they
do?

A : They sat there and looked at it, sat there and played

with it, and then they sent me on my merry way.

ED.E. 143-6 at 12).

addition to his deposition testimony , Mr. Hall submits

video surveillance footage from the night in question. Although

the video is without sound and does not capture the exact moment of
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Hall's initial encounter with MGPD officers, it does show Mr .

Hall exiting the Quick Stop and being handcuffed during a search of

his person and the contents of his pockets being placed on the hood

of the police cruiser. ED.E. 171 at 6, Exh. AA) . The video also

corroborates Mr . Hall's testimony concerning the officers' behavior

after they completed their search and his subsequent release.

As to his arrest for open container and possession of

marijuana on July 3, 2013, Mr. Hall testified as follows:

Q : So this is a police report from July 2013
incident. Do you recall this incident?

Yes, I do.

In the police report that you read, the reporting
officer says that you were sitting outside the 2O7

Quick Stop convenience store drink a can of -

A : was not sitting outside the convenience store.

What was being said to you?

They Ei.e., MGPD officers) was sitting there telling
me I was being - I asked them why I was being

arrested? They told me for open container, which

was not an open container. It as Esic) a can of
beer that I just purchased. They stopped and was
talking to somebody, and then they came out and sit
there ant told me I was under arrest for open

container.

In contrast, Officer Velez gives a different account of his

encounter with Mr. Hall in the narrative section of the

Incident/lnvestigation Report. Therein, Officer Velez states Mr.

Hall hwas sitting outside of the 1207 Quick Stop' convenience store

drinking a can of 'Natural Ice' beer. (Mr. Ha1l) said he was told

by the owner AKA Alex that was okay to drink outside
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store. Alex was outside and said he had told them to leave

The beer was dumped in the garbage can in front of the store .''

(D.E. 143-8 at 2) The video surveillance footage submitted by Mr.

Hall depicts him seated in front of the Quick Stop; however, it

does not show him consuming any beverages. ED.E. l71 at Exh. X).

In his deposition and sworn interrogatory responses, Mr. Hall

admitted that he had ''a small bag of marijuana in (hisq sock for

personal use'' but maintains that uwas uncovered after a search

of (hisl person was conducted without (hisz consent and/or without

a warrant. And Ehe) was arrested illegally, to begin with since

Ehe) was not drinking any alcoholic beverages.'' (D.E. 143-6 at l4q

Therefore, genuine issues of material fact exist as to whether Mr .

Hall's Fourth Amendment rights were violated with respect to MGPD

officers stop-and-frisk and subsequent search of his person on

November 15, 2012 and whether Officer Velez had probable cause or

arguable

alcoholic beverage within 1OO feet of the Quick Stop on July

2013 .

probable cause to believe Mr . Hall was consuming an

6. Ross Picart

Mr. Picart asserts he was uunlawfully stopped-and-frisked,

searched, seized, and arrested without reasonable suspicion or

arguable probable cause by MGPD officers William Dunaske,

Martin Santiago, Eddo Trimino, and others'' during an arrest that

took place at the Quick Stop on December 21, 2012. ED.E. at 36,
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! 139). However, at his deposition on June 13, 2014, Mr. Picart

testified to the following events :

Q : Okay. So at parts of that day you , Alex, and Earl
were al1 in the store together?

A : Yes, sir.

Q : And then Alex left around 1:00 or midnight and you
and Earl were going to stay until closing?

Yes, sir .

Okay. Are you aware of any requirements for posting

signs for a store that sells alcohol in Miami-Dade

County?

Yes.

Q: County Ordinance?
A: I don't know. They got signs on the door.

Where is the sign posted?

On the door.

Q: Was it there on the night of your arrest?
A : No .

Q: Why was the sign not there?

A : Because I was cleaning around the door. So we was

about to close . So I moved the sign so I could
clean around there, and I was going to put it back .

ED.E. 144-11 at 12). As such, Officer Dunaske had probable cause

and arguable probable cause to believe an offense - i.e., City of

Miami Gardens Ordinance violation6 - was being committed. See Fla .

6 Miami Gardens Code of Ordinances No. 2011-03-245 6-350(1) states,
pertinent part:

Posting of Property. The licensee of any package store or food
store selling alcoholic beverages shall prominently post in English,
Spanish and Haitian Creole on the outside of each entrance and on
the inside of the main customer exit of each food store selling
alcoholic beverages or package store, a sign with contrasting
letters at least two (2) inches tall, stating the following:

1. IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR ANY PERSON TO CONSUME , OR POSSESS, IN AN OPEN

CONTAINER , ANY ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE IN THIS STORE OR WITHIN 100 FEET
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Stat. 55 562.14 and 562.457 see also Ferraro, 284 F.3d at 1195

(Probable cause exists when uAthe facts and circumstances within

the officer's knowledge, of which he or she has reasonably

trustworthy information, would cause a prudent person to believe,

under the circumstances shown, that the suspect has committed, is

committing, or is about to commit an offense.r'' Moreover,

'%Ea) rguable probable cause exists Nwhere reasonable officers in the

same circumstances and possessing the same knowledge as the

Defendant could have believed that probable cause existed to

arrest.''')

Furthermore, Officer Dunaske states in his Incident/

Investigation Report that upreviously, Ehe) has been told by

numerous tipsters'' that employees at the Quick Stop carried uguns

and kept guns behind the counter.'' (D.E. 170-2 at Officer

Dunaske further states that, as a result Mr. Picart's

Buncooperative demeanor, knowledge of the possibility of him being

armed, and the fact (he) would not be in direct control of him

OF ANY PART OF THIS STORE . VIOLATORS ARE SUBJECT TO ARREST AND
PROSECUTION .

3. Area of applicability and exceptions. For the purpose of this
section, the area within one hundred (100) feet of any property
described in this section shall be the area within a one hundred-
foot radius of any part of such property, but shall not include any
property lawfully used for a private residence or any area where
possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is specifically
prohibited or permitted by State law or by any license or permit
issued pursuant thereto

See edocs.miamigardens-fl.gov/WebLink8/o/doc/lzo46s/Electronic.aspx

3 5
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while (he) identified him, (heq decided to conduct a pat down for

weapons.'' Id . at Thus, Officer Dunsake's subsequent frisk of

Mr. Picart was within the bounds of the Fourth Amendment. Ybarra,

444 U.S . at During this process, however, Officer Dunaske

reported that Mr. Picart ubecame agitated, tried to pull away from

Ehim), and forcefully reached into his right front pant pocket.''

Id. at Then, Officer Dunaske states that he uremoved EMr.

Picart's) hand from his pocket and EMr. Picart) discarded an item

later recovered and determined to be a clear plastic bag containing

marijuanav'' Id.

During his deposition, Mr . Picart's testimony remained

consistent with Officer Dunaske's version of events:

Okay . So at the time they asked to pat you down where

was the marijuana?
A : In my pocket.

Q: Did you not want to be patted down because you knew
you had drugs on you?

A : Yeah.

Q: You didn't want them to find it?
A : Of course not.

ED.E. 144-11 at 15J. Thus, Mr. Picart fails to show a

constitutional violation resulting from his encounter with Officer

Dunaske. As such, the City and Defendant Officers are entitled to

summary judgment on Mr. Picart's claims against them.

7. Roderick D. Smith

Mr. Smith alleges his constitutional rights were violated by

MGPD officers on five (5) specific occasions ranging from 2009 to
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2013. ED.E. 10l at 37-40) . As for the April 8, 2009 incident, Mr.

Smith is precluded from relying on such to show a constitutional

violation because it lies outside of the applicable statute of

limitations period. Wallace, 549 U .S. at 387 Fla . Stat .

95.11(3) Moreover, similar to other Plaintiffs, Mr. Smith was

unable to recall the circumstances surrounding his police encounter

occurring on August

counsel failed to elicit any deposition testimony or submit other

2013. ED.E. 145-7 at 145-13) Also,

record evidence concerning Mr .

on January 14, 2013.7

Smith's encounter with MGPD officers

As to his October 2011 encounter with MGPD Officer Vega,

Mr. Smith testified as follows:

October 22, 2011. The next one you mentioned in your
interrogatory answers is October 22nd 2011. Do you#

have a copy of the field contact report in front of

you?

A : Yes.

Q: Do you recall any encounter that you had with an
officer that date, time and location at 1:00 in the

morning?

A : Yes .

1 To the extent counsel for Mr
. Smith committed a scrivener's error concerning

the date of his police encounter being January l4, 2013 rather than January 4,

2013, Mr. Smith was unable to recall this incident during his deposition. (D.E.
145-7 at 10). In addition, the corresponding Field Contact Report for the January
4, 2013 encounter does not indicate that Mr. Smith was not free to terminate the
encounter with Officer Malone. Bostick, 5Ol U.S. at 436; see also Mendenhall, 446
U.S. at 554; Perez, 443 F.3d at 778.

3 7
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Q: Now, where were you when this contact happened with
Officer Vega?

Q: Walking by yourself?
A : Yes .

Q : How did Officer Vega make contact with you?

A : Just pulled up on me, turned the lights on put the
flash on me and turned out his car.

Q: So the officer was in a police car?
A : Yes.

Q: Now, who spoke first; the officer or you?
A : I didn't speak to him, he spoke to me.

Q : What did he say to you?

A: Come here.

Q: So the officer said come over and you walked over to
the officer?

A : Right .

Q: Was the officer out of the police car?
A : Yes. At the time, yes.

Q: Was the officer next to the police car?

A : He walked around the car. He pulled up on 207. He
walked around . Come here . I walked up to the car,

he walked around . Put your hands up .

Q: Al1 right. (sicl After you put your hands up what was
the next thing the either happened or was said
between the two of you?

A : He went in my pocket and he asked me where my ID at.
I'm like I don't have no ID .

38
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Q : He had already asked in your name?

A : Not at the time . After the fact that he searched me,

then he asked my name and he went back to the car,

ran my name. He told me to sit in front of the car

and then he came back like, oh, all right, go about
your business.

Q: How long did this whole thing take?
A : 2O, 25 minutes.

ED.E. 145-7 at 7-82.

the corresponding

Field Incident Report completed by Officer Vega states that: ''EMr.

Smithq was stopped and detained said location while working

special patrol detail. A records check revealed no wants or

warrants at this time.'' ED.E. 145-91 Given Officer Vega's failure

to state a legal reason for the detention and Mr. Smith's

contrasting version of events, a genuine issue of material facts

exists as to whether Officer Vega's stop , detention, and alleged

search of Mr. Smith's person violated his Fourth Amendment rights

as outlined in Terrv .

contrast, as to the October 22nd events,

Concerning his encounter with MGPD Officers Ruiz and Tamayo on

February 7, 2013, Mr. Smith alleges that he ''was on the Quick Stop

property drinking an alcoholic beverage. He was approached by MGPD

officers

contents of

who asked for his identification and poured out the

the beverage. Simultaneously, MGPD officers performed

a full search of Mr. Smith's person without consent and without

reasonable articulable suspicion.'' (D.E. l01 at 39, f 152). Mr.

Smith's deposition testimony was consistent with his allegations.

There, Smith testified that he was not udenying that Ehe) was

39
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wrong for having a beer ED.E. 145-7 at 11). Likewise, the

narrative from Officer Ruiz's Incident/lnvestigation Report states:

On 2/7/13 While (sic) on patrol I observed a male later
known as Rodrick (sic) Smith drinking outside 3185 N.W.
2O7 St (207th Quick Stop). Upon making contact with Smith
I observed that he was drinking a 240z Steel reserve .

Smith stated that he was just chillin and having his
beer . There was a sign posted at the door of the store

stating that its illegal to consume liquor within l00

feet from the store. Smith was placed in custody and

later released on a PTA .

ED.E. 145-12 at

Viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to Mr. Smith,

the Court finds there was probable cause and arguable probable

cause to arrest Mr. Smith on February 2013 . See Ferraro, 284

F.3d at 1195. In addition, Officer Ruiz did not need consent or

reasonable suspicion to search Mr. Smith's person because a search

incident to a lawful arrest does not offend the Constitution. See

U.S. v. Robinson, 4l4 U.S. 218, 235 (1973) (''EW)e hold that in the

case of a lawful custodial arrest a full search of the person is

not only an exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth

Amendment, but is also a 'reasonable' search under that

Amendment.'o . Thus, Mr. Smith fails to assert a constitutional

violation with respect to his police encounter on February 2013.

However, as noted above, there is a genuine issue of material fact

as whether Mr. Smith's Fourth Amendment rights were violated

during his encounter with Officer Vega on October 22, 2011.
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8. Kenneth Crane

Mr . Crane asserts one

constitutional

specific police encounter where his

rights were violated. particular, Mr. Crane

Bwas riding hisalleges that he bicycle to the Quick Stop when he

was stopped without reasonable suspicion, and subsequently searched

and arrested without probable cause by MGPD officers.'' ED.E. 1O1 at

40, ! 1622. As to this incident, which occurred on November

2012, Mr . Crane testified as follows:

. . . Do you remember it or have you lost memory of

the event?

A : I remember - I remember - I remember the officer and

I remember where he - what he said to me that night

I got off that bike. Before I got off that bike, I

remember what he said to me .

Q : Okay . Were you riding a bike at night?
A : Yes, I was .

Q : Your bike did not have a light on it, did it?

A : No, it did not.

Q : Was it dark?
A : Yes .

Q : Were you aware that at the time there was a law that
said if you ride you bike at night -

A: But it was not - but it was not - but it was not

real, real, real dark . It was dark, but it wasn't

real dark.

Q: It was five minutes before seven o'clock in November,
right, 6:55 p .m . in November?

A : Yeah, okay

ED.E. 142-14 at 8q. Viewing the evidence most favorably to Mr.
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Crane, the Court finds arguable probable cause existed to stop Mr.

Crane for riding a bicycle with out a light at night.8 see Ferraro,

284 F.3d at 1195.

As for the subsequent frisk and search of Mr. Crane's person,

Officer Trimino's narrative states that he ''observed a bulge in

EMr. Crane's) right front pocket. The listed area is a high crime

area where numerous shootings Eand) homicides have occurred .

During my officer safety pat down EMr. Crane) stated 'man I'm to

(sic) old for guns just got some weed in that pocket.' (Mr.

Crane) also smelled of burnt marijuana.'' (D.E. 138-7 at

However, Mr. Crane submits video surveillance footage of his

encounter that contradicts Officer Trimino's version of the events.

ED.E. 171 at 5, Exh. U). On the video, it appears Officer Trimino

searched the interior Mr . Crane's pockets without first

conducting a pat-down frisk for weapons or placing him under

arrest. Thus, Officer Trimino's conduct at this point appears to

have exceeded the permissible scope under Terry and intruded upon

addition, Officer TriminoMr. Crane's Fourth Amendment rights .

did not state in his narrative that he felt an object whose contour

or mass was immediately apparent as contraband . Dickerson, 508 U .S.

at 373. Further, during his deposition, Mr. Crane repeatedly denied

nEvery bicycle in use between sunset and sunrise shall be equipped with a lamp
on the front exhibiting a white light visible from a distance of at least 500
feet to the front and a lamp and reflector on the rear each exhibiting a red
light visible from a distance of 60O feet to the rear. A bicycle or its rider
may be equipped with lights or reflectors in addition to those required by this
section.'' Fla. Stat. j 316.2065(8).

4 2
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having marijuana on his persop, thereby refuting Officer Trimino's

statement concerning his admission and the smell of burnt

marijuana. ED.E. 142-142. Therefore, genuine issues of material

fact exist as to whether Officer Trimino's subsequent search of Mr .

Crane's person violated his Fourth Amendment rights.

Yvensonne Montale

encounters during which his

constitutional rights were violated by MGPD officers in 2012. Of

these three encounters,

However, based upon record evidence, there are genuine issues of

were premised upon lawful stops.

material fact concerning the constitutionality of the subsequent

searches of Mr . Montale's person by MGPD officers .

The first encounter complained of occurred on June 2012 .

During this encounter, Mr . Montale asserts that he uwas riding his

bicycle when he was detained for no reason by MGPD Officer Jimmy

Sanchez and MGPD Officer Martin Santiago.'' (D.E. 1O1 at 41, f 1681 .

Montale further alleges that Officers Sanchez and Santiago

claimed he had no lights on his bicycle while riding at night when,

in fact, his bicycle was equipped with lights. Id. In addition, Mr.

Montale asserts that, subsequent his stop, ''ltlhe officers

searched (his) pockets, ran his name for warrants, and released

him .'' Id. However, during his January 30, 2015 deposition, Mr.

Montale testified as follows:

Mr. Montale asserts three

Q: All right. So, on June 6th on June 6th the first#
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time you were stopped, you agree with me that at

that time, you did not have a light Eon your
bicycle)?

A : Well, I had a light but it wasn't bright enough, like
the battery was dying, so, they stopped me.

Q: Can you tell me without guessing or speculating
whether that light you had on June 6th, 2012, that
you described as running out of battery and very

dim , whether it was visible from a distance of 5O0

feet?

A : No .

Q : You don't know, right?
A : I don't know.

Did you have any lights on the rear of the bike?

No. I had a reflector, like a red reflector.

ED.E. 144-5 at 9-11). Thus, Officers Sanchez and Santiago had

probable cause and arguable probable cause to stop Mr. Montale for

riding his bicycle at night without sufficient lighting .g see

Ferraro, 284 F.3d at 1195.

Notwithstanding, Mr. Montale goes on to describe the events

that occurred after he was stopped:

A11 right . Which officer came over to and spoke to

you?

A : I believe it was Sanchez.

Q: Okay. What did he say to you?

A : He came up , he told me to put my hands up , searched

my pockets and he detained me; I gave him my ID and

he gave me my ID back and he released me a couple
minutes after.

9See supra 
, note 8 .
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Q: How did he do that?

A : He told me get off the bike, turn around, he made -

there was a gate there, so, he made me put my hands
against the gate and then searched my pockets.

ED.E. 144-5 at

Similarly, Mr . Montale alleged and described a search of his

person by MGPD Officer Lawson after a lawful stop in Buccaneer Park

on June 2012 .

Q: A11 right. So, what was the first contact Officer
Lawson made with you?

He came - first, he put his light and then he called

me, he like, you come over here.

Q: He asked you to come over to him?
A : Yeah .

Q: Was he in his car at the time?

A : No, he stepped out, and them he told me to put my

hands on the hood, he searched me, he searched my

pockets. I gave him my ID , he ran my name for

warrants, then couple of minutes later, he just let
me go .

A11 right. What did he say to you?

He like, oh, you can't be in the park around this

time (i.e., 7:00 p.m.); I'm like, I'm getting ready
to leave right now, as you can see; and he like,

a11 right, go ahead; and gave me my ID and then I

went on my way .

(D.E. 144-5 at 17) .

Lastly, Mr. Montale describes his encounter with MGPD Officer

Gregory in front of the Quick Stop on August 13, 2012.

Now that brings us

complaint, August 13,
date?

to the one that's in the
20127 what happened on that

A : I was on my way to the store. When I got to the store
parking lot, I turned off the light on the bike so

I won't kill the battery; and then I seen Eofficer
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Gregoryj in the parking lot, and then as soon as I
reach the door, that's when he came; he pulled up ,
he called me, he told me to put my hands on the

hood of the car and then he searched me, went in my

pocket; and then he asked me for my ID, I gave it

to him, he ran it, and he wrote me a ticket for not

having the light.

(D.E. 144-5 at 18)

In addition to his deposition testimony , Mr. Montale submits

video surveillance footage of his encounter with Officer Gregory in

front of the Quick Stop. ED.E. 171 at Exh. N). Therein, the

video depicts Officer Gregory 's initial encounter with Mr . Montale.

shows Mr. Montale being ordered to place his hands on the hood

of the police cruiser. Id. Then, after handing Officer Gregory his

identification, Officer Gregory is seen searching Mr. Montale's

pockets. Id. From this point, the video shows Officer Gregory's

check for warrants and the issuance of the citation for riding

bike without a light at night. Id.

Viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to Mr. Montale,

there are genuine issues of material fact concerning violations of

his Fourth Amendment rights during the subsequent searches of his

person by MGPD officers on June June 9, and August 2012,

after being lawfully stopped for bicycle lighting and ordinance

violations. See Johnson, 555 U.S. at 326 (''ET)o proceed from a stop

to a frisk, the police officer must reasonably suspect that

person stopped is armed and dangerous.'o ; Dickerson, 508 U.S. at

373 (A frisk is ustrictly 'limited to that which is necessary for

46
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the discovery of weapons which might be used to harm the officer or

others nearby.rz')

l0. Omar Dean

specific police encounters during

which his constitutional rights were violated. ED.E. lO1 at 42-44,

!! 176-1862. Unlike some Plaintiffs, during his deposition,

Dean was able to recall several police encounters, two of which are

of particular concern to the Court. In moderate detail, Mr. Dean

identified two police encounters, occurring on May 2, 2012 and July

Mr. Dean alleges five

2012, that raise genuine issues of fact regarding his

constitutional violations.

With respect to the July l3, 2012 incident, Mr. Dean testified

as follows:

Q : And then you had an encounter with Officer Malone?

A : Yes. He pulled in behind a car. There was a car in

front of the store. He pulled in behind the car

like he was going to run the tag, and he jumped out
and he asked me, like, whatcha doing up there. I'm

like, man, you know it's raining out there. I'm

waiting for it to stopping (sicq raining. So, he
like whatcha got. I was like no, a dude just gave
me some Red Bulls. So he like patted me down. Like,

man, I ain't got nothing in there. You know, what's

going on . So he got my ID .

After you told him that someone gave you some Red

Bulls he asked for your ID?

A : Yeah . I gave him my ID . He patted me . As a matter of

fact, he went in my pocket and he patted my down. I

ain't have nothing . I gave him my ID .

Q: What do you mean, did he go in your packets or pat
the outside of your pockets?
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A : He went in my pockets, patted me down, you know what

I mean . He rub my legs, all that, the arms and
whatever. Proper procedure . Take my ID, go inside

the car.

A : So he ran my name. He comes back and he said, where
did you get the Red Bulls again . . . So, he put

his hands inside the bag, checked, looked at the .
. . cans of Red Bull, put them in the bag and he
said I'm donating to the fucking hood, and throw

the Red Bulls and they scattered everywhere.

So the ones that didn't burst, he had the audacity to
take them and went and handed them out to the

people up to the store.

ED.E. 142-21 at In addition to his testimony, Mr. Dean submits

video evidence of his encounter with Officer Malone. ED.E. at

Exh. Lq. Although the video is without sound and the majority

of Mr. Dean's encounter with Officer Malone is off-camera, it shows

Mr. Dean offering his identification to Officer Malone and Officer

Malone immediately attempting to conduct a pat-down search of Mr.

Dean person . Id. The video also shows Officer Malone scattering

and kicking the contents of a bag previously held by Mr. Dean on

the ground in front of the Quick Stop . Id .

Regarding Mr . Dean's police encounter on May

deposition testimony was as follows:

2012, his

Q : According to Officer Payoute, a consensual stop was
conducted at which time Dean's identity was
verified and the record checked. Do you recall this

encounter that you had?
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Q : Tell me what happened.
A : I was coming, I was leaving getting off the bus an I

was going to her house. And as I'm walking down the

sidewalk, he passed me by one time and he turned

back around and he out the high beam on, you know,

the thing they turn on the side of the car, the

flashlight. I'm like, yo, man, what's up, man. So,

he turned around the car and he said where are you

going . I'm going to my friend , girl's house . It's

just right up the street. I just got off the bus.
So, he's like, you got ID on you? Matter of fact

let me pat you down . You got any drugs or weapons

on you? I was man, I ain't got shit on me, man . So

I get against the gate and he pats me down . I give

him my ID . He gets my ID, comes back in like two,
three minutes. And he was like you're free to fo,

have a good night.

Q : How long did this take?

A : Maybe five minutes or something like that . . . He

patted me down . . . . He said I was free to go,

it's like I was detained again, you know . I had to

wait for him to finish .

Did he tell you to stay there?

Of course, he had my ID, like standing right there

(D.E. 142-21 at 16q. Given Mr. Dean's testimony and record

evidence, a genuine issue of material fact exists as to whether his

Fourth Amendment rights were violated regarding the stops-and-

frisks and subsequent

with Officers Malone and

respectively .

searches of his person during his encounters

Payoute on July 13, 2012 and May 2, 2012,

Baraka Short

Although Mr. Short did not list any specific instances of his

constitutional rights being violated in the Third Amended
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Complaint, in his deposition he discussed several encounters with

MGPD officers, two of which are of particular concern to the Court.

The first being an encounter that took place on October 2O, 2011.

Mr. Short described his encounter with Officer Velez on this date

as follows:

Honestly , that day I was at my salon watching TV,

relaxing, listening to the radio . . And we kind

of like got caught up with the time. So it got a

little late on us. I very rarely leave the

strorefront Esic) too late, because I know that
kind of puts you in the position for Miami Gardens

to do what they normally do.

Q : So what on earth were you doing outside the salon at
2:20 in the morning?

Once it got late we decided that we were going to

leave and call it a night, when we left out and

locked the building (MGPD Officers) rolled I
immediately stopped with the guy that was with me .

. . , and they told us, uPut your hands behind your

back.'' So I put our hands behind my back, hancuffed
us, threw us on the hood. I'm continuously telling

him, ''Sir, I'm a business owner here. I'm just now
leaving my business. That's why you just saw me
lock the door.''

His response was, ''I don't give a fuck. Keep your

mouth closed. Do you have anything in your
pockets?'' I said no.

At that moment they went into my pockets, took

everything out, put it on the hood . .

Once they conducted their search and realized that
there was noting, the took those very tight

handcuffs off my wrists and allowed me to leave .

(145-1 at 13) .

In contrast, Officer Velez gives a remarkably different
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account of his encounter with Mr. Short in the corresponding Field

Contact Report. Therein, Officer Velez states, ''While patrolling

the area of NW 32nd Ave/NW 207th St., came in Contact with Baraka

Short. Short was observed loitering in the area and was asked for

Routine records checked revealed a valid card and no

warrants.'' ED.E. 145-33.

Similarly , Mr. Short describes another encounter with MGPD

Officer Jones-Gray on July 2010 in front of his business, which

adjacent to the Quick Stop noted herein. Mr. Short recalled the

following exchange :

Q: A11 right. So what happened when Officer Jones-Gray
approached you?

UID . Don't move. Have you ever been arrested before?''
Al1 these like questions. I'm like, uWhat's going

On ? M

uWell, don't ask us questions right now . We'll be

asking the questions'' type of thing, the normal
routine, ''Keep your mouth closed . We'll conduct

business and 1et you know if you're going to jail
or if you're going free.''

Q: Were you asked to produce ID?
A : Yes.

Were you ever put in handcuffs or put up on a car in

this incident?

A : I wasn't put in handcuffs, but I was detained . I had

to stand up through the crate facing my front

window like this (Indicating), and just stay like
this.

A : I was checked too. After I got checked and I guess

they realized, you know, I'm not a threat to them,

then I was told to just stay there.
Mr. Lopez: Just for the record, Mr. Short stood up and

faced the wall and put his hands behind his back.
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A : Exactly .

Mr. Lopez: Uncuffed, but put his hands behind his back

as in a handcuffed position .

ED.E. 145-1 at

In the corresponding Field Contact Report, Officer Jones-Gray

documented the following remarks, which contrast with Mr . Short's

deposition testimony: nSubject was sitting on a create in front of

Quick Stop

present Esicq be at location.

and did not appear to have a legitimate reason to

Drug offenders are known to frequent

conducted and recordslocation . Field Interrogation

via NCIC. No warrants nor wants. Subject released.''

light most favorable to Mr . Short,

check completed

ED.E. 145-42.

Viewing this evidence in a

the Court finds genuine issues of material fact exist as to whether

his Fourth Amendment rights were violated during his encounters

with MGPD officers in front of his place of business on July 10,

2010 and October 2011.

l2. Ali Amin Saleh & Abir, Inc.

Mr. Saleh, as corporate representative for Abir, Inc ., asserts

that uthe Quickstop was unlawfully searched without reasonable

suspicion or arguable probable cause, numerous times by MGPD

officers.'' ED.E.

that, uEallthough (Officer Engers) was given permission to use the

bathroom, never used the bathroom; instead, (hel unlawfully

searched the premises'' on July 28, 2012. Id. at $ 193-94. Mr.

Saleh substantially testified to this encounter during his

at $ 188) Specifically, Mr. Saleh states
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deposition as follows:

Q : Tell me what you observed.

A: From the restroom (Officer Engers) decided to go
inside the kitchen cooler, which is a1l the storage

and he start Esicq searching. He pulled his
flashlight and started searching. I never went to

confront him, I just watching (sic) him on the
video.

Q: Is this on video?
A : Yes .

Q: Did he seize anything or take anything?

A : Not that I know . I know he searched.

Q: So he opened your cooler and went into -

A : He went into the back cooler with his flashlight and
checking under the counter inside the kitchen area,

he checks that area .

Q : After that he went back inside the bathroom, he never
closed the bathroom door. You can hear he is moving
stuff inside the bathroom , like the garbage can,
you can hear that he is moving or flipping the

garbage can or whatever. After that he never close
the bathroom door, remember that . He walking out

Esic), he decided to open the big walk in cooler
too, because he search one, now he is going to

search the second one. He opens and looks in, and

he close the door and walks out and said thank you

for using the bathroom .

ED.E. 144-14 at 2-3) . In addition, Mr. Saleh submits video

surveillance footage and still photographs that corroborate his

deposition testimony. ED.E. at Exh. JJ

Accordingly, &'Ea) n individual's right to privacy in his place

of business is not absolute, and 'what is observable by the public

is observable, without a warrant, by the Government inspector as

well.''' Fortson v. Citv of Elberton, 592 F. App'x 819, 822-23 (11th

Cir. 2014) (quoting Marshall v. Barlow's, Incw 436 U.S. 307, 315

(1987)) see also U.S. v. Hall, 1091, 1096 (11th
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1995) ('AEA) commercial proprietor has a reasonable expectation of

privacy only in those areas where affirmative steps have been taken

to exclude the public.''). Although entry can constitute a search

under the Fourth Amendment uwhen a business owner has a reasonable

expectation of privacy, 'a law enforcement officer may enter a

commercial premises open to the public and observe what is in plain

view.''' Id. at 823 (quoting U.S. v. Various Gamblinq Devices, 478

F.2d 1194, 1200 (5th Cir. 1973)). In addition, law enforcement

officers ''Acan enter onto Ean individual'sq property in order

to carry out legitimate police business.''' Id. (quoting Coffin v.

Brandau, 642 F.3d 999, 1012 (11th Cir. 2011))

Viewing the record evidence in a light most favorable to Abir,

Inc., the Court finds genuine issues of material fact exists as to

whether Officer Engers exceeded the scope of Mr. Saleh's permission

to use the bathroom and impermissibly searched the premises of

Abir, Inc. in violation of the Fourth Amendment.

D. Unconstitutional Policies & Count l

Assuming a reasonable jury finds Plaintiffs Spivey, Lowery,

Hall, Smith, Crane, Montale, Dean, and Abir, Inc.'s constitutional

rights were violated, Plaintiffs must still show: 1:(1) an

officially promulgated Ecity) policy or an unofficial custom or

practice of the (City) shown through repeated acts of a final

Ecity) policymaker.'' Andrade v. Miami Dade Cntvw 2011 WL 4345665

at *8. In the absence an identified final policymaker,
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Plaintiffs must show that the City itself uwas deliberately

indifferent to known and repeated violations of constitutional

rights.'' Id.

this case, Plaintiffs allege that the City had three

distinct policies that are 50th unconstitutional and resulted in

their injuries:

and (3) Racial

Zero Tolerance Zone Policy;

Targeting Policyxo (D.E. 10l at 8-12). The City

denies the existence of any unwritten quota or racial targeting

policies . The City also acknowledges its written Zero Tolerance

Zone program, but maintains that it was not used to violate any of

Plaintiffs' constitutional rights.

Quota Policy;

Quota Policy

Per the Third Amended Complaint, ''MGPD final policymakers

10 plaintiffs also separately take issue with two areas of MGPD police practice:

Field Contacts and Police Dashboard Camera Recordings. (D.E. l0l at 12-151. In
particular, Plaintiffs claim that ''MGPD officers frequently filled out Field
Contact forms that on their face stated a constitutionally insufficient basis for

stopping, frisking, and/or arresting a subject.'' Id. at l2, f 49. Similarly,
Plaintiffs assert that, ''upon information and belief, (Chief Boyd) was aware that
MGPD officers and supervisors were disregarding Policy 5.4, which required MGPD
officers to record incident with their dashboard cameras . . . Yet rather then

ensuring compliance, (Chief Boydq continued to ignore this policy . . . .'' Id.
at 14, $ 63. However, neither of these police practices implicate the
Constitution. First, Plaintiffs conflate the differences between Terrv stops-and-
frisks versus consensual encounters as explained above. Although Plaintiffs take
issue with the manner in which these field contacts were documented, it takes an
individualized analysis to determine if constitutional violations occurred in
each of the 99,000 field contact forms MGPD officers allegedly completed between

2008 and 2013. Id. at l3, f 58. Further, per MGPD policy, field contacts are
consensual in nature and, therefore, do not implicate the Constitution. See ED.E.
140-8) C'Field Interview: A consensual encounter between a police officer and a
citizen. A field interview is not based on reasonable suspicion and does not
involve any restraint or detention of a citizen.z'). (D.E. 140-82. Second,
Plaintiffs have not identified any authority granting them a constitutionally
protected interest in dashboard camera footage. See Andrews v. Flaiz, 2014 WL
4925044, at * 6 (N .D . Ohio Sept. 3O, 2014)7 Bd. of Regents of State Colleges v.
R0th, 408 U.S. 567, 577 (1972). As a result, Monell liability would not lie based
upon these two areas of police practice.
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created, implemented, and are continuing to enforce an illegal

system of quotas requiring officers to issue a specific amount of

citations, field contact reports, and arrests per month . '' (D.E.

at

Plaintiffs rely on the testimony of several current

! To support the existence of this unwritten policy,

and former MGPD

officers, sergeants, and detectives. Interestingly , all MGPD

officers deposed in this action testified that there was an

administrative emphasis placed on productivity numbers related to

the number of citations, arrests, or field contact

particular officer generated on a monthly or annual basis. ED.E.

150-2 at 14-207 150-5 at 30-36; 167-11 at 20-212. However, in

reports a

contrast to Plaintiffs' allegations, there was no testimony of a

specific number of citations, field contact reports, and arrests

that officers were required to generate. (D.E. 144-4 at 62-63)

Most informative on this issue was former MGPD Sergeant and current

Officer Jeffrey Mason 's testimony . During his deposition, Officer

Mason testified that: ''As a supervisor, we were ordered to evaluate

on quarterly and yearly annual Esic) evaluations and indicate

whether or not officers were meeting the expected quotas based

on the administration's determination There wasn't a set

numher, but officers were expected to bring in a high number of

activity ED.E. 150-1 (emphasis added) As a

baseline for productivity, Detective Joel Williams testified that

an officer would not be placed on any corrective action plan so
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long as they, nat the very minimum, produced one field contact and

one citation per shift per assigned workday.'' ED.E. 150-4 at 3)

Thus, viewing this evidence most favorably to Plaintiffs, Officer

Mason and Detective Williams's testimony in this regard suggests

the existence of an unwritten quota policy characterized as minimum

standards for officer productivity .

On the other hand, the City relies, in part, on the testimony

from its police practices expert, Dr . George P . Alpert, to explain

how the MGPD utilizes officer productivity statistics as a

management tool. his report, Alpert states:

Miami Gardens is a department that is managed on

principles of Compstat, and/or evidence based policing,
and one that stresses high levels of officer
productivity. In these types of agencies generally, and
Miami Gardens specifically, officers are evaluated, in

part, on the quantity of their actions including arrests,
citations and field contact cards. Additionally, officers

are rewarded for this activity while other activity
choices, including some types of community involvement,

are not evaluated as importantly when considering
rewards, transfers and even promotions. While this

strategy is not universally accepted as the best

practice, or the dominant management approach, it is a

very popular and a common approach among police

departments throughout the country .

ED.E. 200-1 at 51 .

Moreover, in his deposition, Major Chapman stated that he

never uput pressure on Ehis) captains to put pressure on their

officers to go out and write a certain number of field contacts.''

(D.E. 142-1 at 16) Similarly, at a Community Forum Meeting held on

August 4, 2009, in response to a concern from officers on midnight
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shifts ubeing told they need to produce 2 tickets per night,''

Deputy Chief Miller was recorded as stating: ''There is not a quota,

and if anyone is told otherwise, please advise those individuals to

make an appointment to speak with him ; erroneous information is

circulating, he has personally sat in on recent roll calls, in part

for this very reason. There is a reasonable expectation that

officers can perform at a level consistent with an 11.5 hour

shift.'' ED.E. 152-42 at 18-191 In response to Daryl Owens's

question of what is considered ''highp', Deputy Chief Miller was

recorded as saying: ''The squad average is exactly that, an average.

someone is falling well below the average or the high, as a

supervisor they have the responsibility to address the issue .

That low person diminishes the squad's overall average .'' Id. at 19.

management processes and its

emphasis on officer productivity does not, in and of itself, equate

to a policy of quotas, viewing the evidence most favorably to

Plaintiffs, the Court finds that a genuine issue of material fact

exists concerning the City 's alleged unwritten quota policy .

Therefore, the City is not entitled to summary judgment on

Although evidence of the MGPD 'S

Plaintiffs' Monell claims premised on its alleged unwritten quota

policy .

2. Zero Tolerance Zone Policy

Plaintiffs also allege that ''MGPD officers have used the Zero

Tolerance Zone Policy, illegally stop-and-frisk, search,
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and seize, and arrest'' them on numerous occasions. (D.E. 1O1 at 10-

To that end, is undisputed that City had a nZero

Tolerance Zone'' trespassing program , codified at Section 14-59,

Miami Gardens Code of Ordinances. ED.E. 137-717 Ord. 2007-22-

55

810 .09. It

10-24-2007; see also Fla. Stat . 55 810.08 and

is also undisputed that this ordinance is constitutional

on its face. The plain language of the ordinance allows uCity

police officers (to be) pre-authorized in writing by a private

property owner within the city issue orders to trespassers

directing them to leave the owner's property.'' Id. at (2)(b) The

ordinance also makes nunlawful for any person, who enters on

private property without being authorized, licenced or invited, to

refuse to obey an order to leave the premises given by a police

officer that is pre-authorized to issue such an order .'' Id . at

( 2 ) ( d ) .

Since there is no dispute regarding the existence of the

policy, in order for municipal liability to attach, Plaintiffs must

show uthat, through its deliberate conduct, the municipality was

the 'moving forcer behind the alleged injurEies) That is,

PlaintiffEsq must show that the municipal action was taken with the

requisite degree of culpability and must demonstrate direct

causal link between the municipal action and the deprivation of

federal rights.'' Bd. of Cntv . Comm'rs of Brvan Cntv., Okla . v .

Brown, 52O 397, 4O4 (1997) (emphasis omitted)
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Here, the only stops and or arrests predicated upon the Zero

Tolerance Zone policy arise from Plaintiffs Earl Sampson, Toree

Daniels, and Brandon Spivey . The remaining Plaintiffs lack the

causal link between this particular policy and their constitutional

injuries because they were searched, stopped-and-frisked, and or

arrested reasons unrelated to trespassing . However, as noted

above, Plaintiffs Sampson, Daniels, and Spivey failed show

constitutional injuries resulting from their specific encounters

listed the Third Amended Complaint. Therefore, the City is

entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs'

on its Zero Tolerance Zone ordinance.

Monell claim premised

Racial Targeting Policy

Plaintiffs also allege that the ''MGPD has directly ordered its

officers to stop-and-frisk black males, ages fifteen (15) though

thirty (30), without reasonable articulable suspicion of

criminality.'' (D.E. 1O1 at

Anthony Chapman issued this particular

roll call February 2012.

In direct contrast to Plaintiffs' assertions, Major Chapman

denied ever giving such a directive. ED.E. 149-13 at 11; 138-16 at

is further alleged that Major

directive during an officer

4, lî 11-12). Likewise, MGPD Officers Sanchez, Dunaske, and Uncanan

denied ever hearing such a directive from Major Chapman in

their respective depositions. ED.E. 144-17 at 97 149-24 at 8; 149-

28 at 9) However, in his post-deposition affidavit, Major Chapman
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attempts to qualify his remarks by stating: uAccording to our

agency's analysis of crime statistics,

violent crime was committed by African-American males between ages

the vast majority of

15-30 .

information with the officers, and our focus, based

attended role Esic) call and shared the crime statistical

upon crime

statistics, should be directed to the demographic committing the

crimes.'' (D.E. 138-16 at $

On the other hand, a number of MGPD officers present during

the February 2012 roll call testified to hearing Major Chapman

issue a directive to focus on African-American males between the

ages of fifteen

hearing Major Chapman issue the directive uto target black males 15

to

crimes and the high crimes.'' ED.E. 149-18 at l71 Similarly,

because those were the ones that were committing all the

Sergeant Wiren Norris testified that Major Chapman said that he

uwanted F.I.s (i.e., Field Incident/contact Reports) on black males

that was 15 to 30 years age, that that the people that's

and thirty (30). Officer Trapaga testified to

actually involved,

149-19 at

Miami Gardens.'' ED.E.

Trapaga and Sergeant

Officer Perez stated in his deposition that he

you know, in the crimes in

Consistent with Officer

Norris's testimony,

heard Major Chapman say nsome words to the effect of look, guys,

is what it is, who is committing our crimes are black males between

15 and

black males

so I want you to go out there and I want to stop and FI

between 15 and 30./' ED.E. 149-20 at 7). Likewise, MGPD
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Officers Dana Levine, Jeffrey Mason, Jose Rosendo, and Detective

Joel Williams a1l testified that they heard the same directive from

Major Chapman. ED.E. 149-21 at lO; 149-22 at 5-6; 149-23 at 149-

27 at 2, $ l4)

Thus, the Court finds a triable issue exists concerning the

existence policy racial profiling based upon crime

statistics. The Court also notes that, of those Plaintiffs who

presented triable issues concerning their constitutional injuries,

only Plaintiffs Spivey, Smith, and Montale are within the age range

effected by the policy . It is undisputed that, at the commencement

of this action, Plaintiff Spivey was 24 years old, Plaintiff Smith

was twenty-six (26) years old, and Plaintiff Montale was eighteen

years old. ED.E. 101). Although the remaining Plaintiffs may

have constitutional injuries, their ages 1ie outside of the range

noted in the alleged policy and therefore lack a causal connection.

Moreover, only Plaintiff Montale presents constitutional injuries

occurring after the date the racial profiling directive was

purportedly issued by Major Chapman.

Assuming a reasonable jury finds a racial profiling policy

existed within the MGPD, Plaintiffs must also prove that the City

itself was deliberately indifferent to their constitutional

violations. Andrade, 2011 WL 4345665 at *8; see also Depew, 787

F.2d at 1499 (uTo establish (an unofficial) policy or custom, it is

generally necessary to show a persistent and wide-spread practice.
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Moreover, actual or constructive knowledge of such customs must be

attributed to the governing body of the municipality . However,

the custom need not receive formal approval.'o . This requires

separate proof beyond the mere existence of the policy since Major

Chapman is not considered a final policymaker for the City. See

ED.E. 149-14 at 5 1.2) (''The City shall have a 'Mayor-council-

Manager' form of government.'').

In addition, the Eleventh Circuit held that order for a

plaintiff to prevail on a n5 1983 claim against a municipality

based upon a ratification theory

local government policymakers had an opportunity to review the

'they must demonstrate that

subordinate's decision and agreed with 50th the decision and the

decision's basis

Fla., 366 F.3d 1186, 1189 (11th Cir. 2004) (quoting Thomas v.

Roberts, 261 F.3d 1160, 1175 12 (11th Cir. 2001), vacated qn

Garvie v . Citv of Ft. Walton Beach ,

other grounds, 536 U.S. 953 (2002), reinstated bv,

(11th Cir. 2003)).

F.3d 95O

Here, Plaintiffs rely on the affidavit of Ms. Wanda Gilbert,

who served as a Community Involvement Specialist and Crime

Intelligence Analyst for twenty-six years with the City of Miami

Police Department. (D.E. 149-17) Therein, Ms. Gilbert states that,

hEoln November 4, 2010, Eshe) notified Chief Matthew Boyd, in

writing, about the fabrication of Field Contact Reports, and the

targeting of black males between (15) to thirty years old,
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copying the City Attorney Sonja Dickens and City Manager Danny 0.

Crew./' Id. at 4, $ 23.

Although the gravamen of Ms. Gilbert's memorandum to Chief

Boyd, City Manager Crew, and City Attorney Dickens centered around

her retaliation and workplace discrimination claims, it did express

concerns about racial profiling. (D.E. 152-43 at 24-262. Under the

heading nDiscrimination Based on Race in Violation of Title VII
, 42

USC 5 1983,'' Ms. Gilbert makes a single statement concerning a

racial targeting policy: nCity targeting black males between ages

of and 30 by stopping and questioning blacks . black circuit

court judge was field interrogated while sitting in front of a

friend Esic) house that he was helping whose car broke down. This

is clearly racial profiling .'' Id . at

When questioned about his knowledge of Gilbert's

memorandum and the response it received from City administrators,

Chief Boyd testified as follows:

Let me ask you this, when this whole thing came down

about racial profiling, what if anything did Danny
Crew do to investigate the allegations that you
know?

A : He came to me and asked me specifically about certain

components of it.

A: He asked me if I could explain (the racial profiling
assertions made by Ms. Gilbert), and I was able to
explain the things that I had knowledge of, and he

was fine with it, because it was a reasonable
explanation.

ED.E. 149-10 at 152. Likewise, Officer Jeffrey Mason testified that
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he and other MGPD officers expressed their concerns about racial

profiling to Assistant City Manager, Vernita Nelson , ''who was in

charge the police department at the time while under the

supervision of Mayor Oliver Gilbert.'' (D.E. 150-1 at 101-1021.

As such, viewing this evidence in a light most favorable to

Plaintiffs, the Court concludes that there are genuine issues of

material fact concerning the City's deliberate indifference and

ratification of the MGPD 'S alleged racial profiling policy .

Therefore, the City's motion is denied as to Plaintiff's Monell

claims predicated upon this policy .

E. Selective Enforcement & Count 2

Given the Court's determination on the City's alleged

policies, Plaintiffs are left to focus upon the City's purported

uadoption and implementation of (a) Racial Targeting Policy'' within

their selective enforcement claim . As noted above, there is a

genuine issue of material fact concerning the existence of this

policy. Since Plaintiffs have identified a policy that, if proven,

expressly classifies persons of the basis of race, uit is not

necessary to (establish) the existence of a similarly situated

group of non-minority individuals that were treated differently in

the investigation of a crime .'' Brown, 221 F.3d at 337. The City's

policy would then be subject to strict scrutiny, which requires the

uclassification be justified by a compelling governmental

interest, and (2) narrowly tailored to furthering that interest in
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order to pass constitutional muster.''

2009 WL 3762994, at *14 (S.D. Fla. Nov.

Reese v . Miami-Dade Cntv .,

zoogltciting Adarand

Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 227 (1995)). This analysis

necessarily involves the consideration of whether other individuals

are similarly situated . Brown,

analysis in effect addresses the question of whether people of

F.3d at 337 (''ES) trict scrutiny

different races are similarly situated with regard to the law or

policy at issue.'') Moreover, uEtqo prove discriminatory purpose

in this context, it is sufficient that plaintiffs simply show race

was a motivating (factor) in the challenged decision making

process.'' Reese v. Miami-Dade Cntvw 2009 WL 3762994, at *14 (S.D.

Fla. Nov. 1O, 2009) (citing Villaqe of Arlington Heights, 429 U.S.

at 265-66).

As Judge Scheindlin aptly states in Floyd v . City of N .Y .:

There is no question that a person's race, like a

person's height or weight, is a permissible consideration

where a stop is based on a specific description of a

suspect. But it is equally clear that it is impermissible

to subject a1l members of a racially defined group to
heightened police enforcement because some members of

that group appear more frequently in criminal complaints.
The Equal Protection Clause does not permit race-based

suspicion .

Flovd, 959 F. Supp . 2d at 603. This is true even if the population

of Miami Gardens uconsists of more than 75% black citizens,

according to the Bureau the Census, and the South Florida

Regional Planning Council.'' (D.E. 200-1 at 3) . As such, neither

the City nor Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on this
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LSSu e .

F .

UA 5 1983 failure-to-supervise claim is closely akin to a 5

1983 failure-to-train claim'' and requires a similar analysis.

Waters v . Citv of Geneva,

2014). Under a failure to

Supp. 1324, 1336 (M.D. Ala.

train/supervise theory, the City is

liable uonly where the failure to train supervise) amounts to

deliberate indifference to the rights

police come into contact.''

persons with whom the

Citv of Canton , Ohio v. Harris, 489 U .S.

378, 388 (1989)). 1'To establish a city's deliberate indifference,

'a plaintiff must present some evidence that the municipality knew

of a need to train and/or supervise in a particular area and the

municipality made a deliberate choice not to take any action .
' ''

Lewis, F.3d at 1293 (quoting Gold, 151 F.3d at 1351-52)

Failure to Supervise and Discipline & Count 3

Notice can be shown in two ways: aware

violations exists, and

the (Cityq

that a pattern of constitutional

nevertheless fails to provide adequate training Eor supervision)

is considered to be deliberately indifferents' and

udeliberate indifference may be proven without evidence of prior

incident, if the likelihood for constitutional violations is so

high that the need for training would be obvious . '' Id. nPrior

incidents also must involve facts substantially similar to those at

hand order to be relevant to a deliberate-indifference claim .
''

Shehada v. Tavss, Supp. 2d 1358, 1374 (S.D. Fla.
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zol3llMercado v. City of Orlando, 4O7 F.3d 1152, 1162 (11th Cir.

2005)). Moreover, for the City to be held liable for a failure to

supervise, Plaintiffs umust prove that the deficiency in

(supervision) actually caused the police officers' indifference'' to

their constitutional rights. City of Canton, 489 at 392.

Here, Plaintiffs premise their failure to supervise claim on

the City's failure uto discipline MGPD officers for failEingq to

properly prepare Field Contact forms, and for failling) to record

interactions with the public through dashboard cameras.'' ED.E.

at 55, ! 2302. Plaintiffs further assert that by failing to

discipline MGPD officers in this regard, the City ''facilitatledq

the continued widespread violation of the Forth Amendment right of

Plaintiffs and others.'' Id. However, as mentioned above, Monell

liability does not lie based upon these two areas of police

practice because neither implicate the Constitution or any

federally protected rights . See supra, Note 10. Thus, further

analysis is not necessary and the City is entitled to summary

judgment on this issue.

G. First Amendment Retaliation & Count 4

In his First Amendment Retaliation claim , Plaintiff Saleh

asserts that after he made a nformal complaint to MGPD Internal

Affairs about the misconduct of MGPD officers and adjacent to

the Quick Stop,'' he was targeted by MGPD officers in the form of

uverbal threats, a police chase, and issuance of three citations
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for non-moving violations.'' ED.E. 10l at 56, ! 2352. The City

maintains that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law

because ndiscovery revealed no adverse actions taken against

(Plaintiff Saleh) for engaging in constitutionally protected

speech.'' ED.E. 133 at 25)

Accordingly , in order to state a First Amendment retaliation

claim, uthe commonly accepted formulation requires that a plaintiff

must establish first, that his speech or act was constitutionally

protected; second, that the defendant's retaliatory conduct

adversely affected the protected speech; and third, that there is

a causal connection between the retaliatory actions and the adverse

effect on speech.'' Bennett v. Hendrix, F.3d 1247, 1250 (11th

Cir. 2005) Moreover, ''la) plaintiff suffers adverse action the

defendant's allegedly retaliatory conduct would likely deter a

person of ordinary firmness from the exercise of First Amendment

rights.'' Id . at 1254 .

''To establish a causal connection, a plaintiff must

demonstrate his or her protected speech was a motivating factor

behind the alleged

Beach, Supp .

retaliatory conduct.'' Eisenberg v . Citv of Miami

1312, 1323 (S.D. Fla. 2014). In other words,

for the City to become liable for any retaliatory conduct by MGPD

officers, Plaintiff Saleh nmust show that the decision-makers were

aware of the protected conduct, and that the protected activity and

the adverse actions were not wholly unrelated.'' Thampi v . Manatee
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Cntv. Bd. Of Commrrs, 384 F. App'x 983, 990 (11th Cir.

zololtquoting Shannon v. Bellsouth Telecomm., Incw 292 F.3d

(11th Cir. 2002))

In determining whether protected conduct is a motivating

factor, a plaintiff umust identify a sequence of events from which

'a retaliatory motive can be inferred,' notwithstanding other non-

retaliatory motives the defendant may harbor. Eisenberq v . Citv of

Miami Beach, Supp. 3d 1327, 1344 (S.D. Fla. zol4ltquoting

Lippman v. Citv of Miami, 719 F. Supp. 2d 1370, 1374 (S.D. Fla.

2010)) Further, courts utilize the burden-shifting framework set

forth in Mt. Healthy School Dist. Bd . of Ed . v . Dovle, 4l9 U .S .

274, 287 (1977) to guide the Court's analysis once a motivating

factor is established . Pursuant to the Mt. Healthv analysis :

Eoqnce a the plaintiff has met his burden of establishing
that his protected conduct was a motivating factor behind
any harm, the burden of production shifts to the
defendant. If the defendant can show that he would have

taken the same action in the absence of the protected
activity, he is entitled to prevail on summary

judgment.

Smith v. Mostlev, 532 F.3d 1270, 1278 (11th 2008) (applying the

Mt. Healthy burden-shifting framework). In addition, nlc) lose

proximity in time between the protected activity and the adverse

action 'is insufficient to create a genuine issue of fact as to

causal connection when there is unrebutted evidence that the

decision-maker did not have knowledge that the Eplaintiff) engaged

in protected conduct .''' Eisenberg, F. Supp . 3d at 1344 (quoting
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Brunqart v. Bellsouth Telecomm., Incw 231 F.3d 791, 799 (11th Cir.

2000)).

Here, the parties do not take issue with respect to Plaintiff

Saleh making constitutionally protected speech in the form of a

police complaint. It is undisputed that, in late August 2012
,

Plaintiff Saleh lodged a formal complaint with MGPD Internal

Affairs and revoked Abir, Inc.'s participation in the City's Zero

Tolerance Zone program. ED.E. at

However, the record is devoid of any evidence that the City or

of

indifferent to Plaintiff

decision-makers were made aware of or were

at !( $

any

deliberately

the underlying basesSaleh's compliant or

for Abir, Inc. revoking its trespassing pre-authorization . See

Sherrod v . Palm Beach Cnty . School Dist., 424 F. Supp . 2d 1341,

1347 (S.D. Fla. zoo6lladdressing whether deliberate indifference is

a viable theory in the context of a 5 1983 claiming retaliation for

having engaged in protected speech). Similarly, there is no record

evidence showing that the City or its decision-makers were aware of

Plaintiff Saleh's police encounter on December 2012 or

subsequent encounter with an officer an unmarked unit. ED.E.

144-14 at

Furthermore, to the extent Plaintiff Saleh presents evidence

of other Plaintiffs and non-parties being arrested in his store

after his compliant, such instances do not establish a causal

link between his constitutionally protected speech and the
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inference of a retaliatory motive. Eisenberq,

(S.D. Fla. 2014) This is because Plaintiff Saleh brings the

retaliation claim in his own capacity and, therefore, he cannot

rely on actions taken against others to establish ua sequence of

Supp . 3d at 1344

events from which 'a retaliatory motive can be inferred''' against

him. Id. Thus, the City is entitled to summary judgment on

Plaintiff Saleh's First Amendment retaliation claim .

H. Supervisory Liability & Counts 5-8

In Counts 5-8, Plaintiffs plead their supervisory liability

claims against the Defendant Officers their individual

capacities. ED.E. 1O1 at 57-622. Specifically, Count 5 is against

Chief Boyd for failing to correct a history of widespread abuse of

Plaintiffs' Fourth Amendment Rights. Count 6 is against Chief Boyd

and Deputy Chief Miller for failing to correct a history of

widespread abuse of Plaintiffs' Fourteenth Amendment Rights. Count

7 is against Major Chapman for his alleged direction of unlawful

acts in violation of Plaintiffs' Fourteenth Amendment rights.

Lastly, Count is against Chief Boyd and Deputy Chief Miller for

failing stop unlawful acts that resulted violations of

Plaintiffs' Fourteenth Amendment rights. Id .

Supervisory liability under 5 1983 occurs either when the

supervisor upersonally participates'' the alleged

unconstitutional conduct or when there is a ''causal connection

between the actions of a supervising official and the alleged
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constitutional deprivation .'' Hartlev v . Parnell, l93 F .3d 1263,

1269 (11th Cir. 1999). The necessary ucausal connection can be

established when a history of widespread abuse puts the responsible

supervisor on notice of the need to correct the alleged

deprivation, and he fails to do so.''

667, 671 (11th Cir. 1990). MThe

Brown v . Crawford,

deprivations that constitute

F.2d

widespread abuse sufficient to notify the supervising official must

be obvious, flagrant, rampant and of continued duration, rather

than isolated occurrences.'' Id.

Alternatively, a causal connection may be established when a

supervisor's ncustom or policy resultEsq deliberate

indifference to constitutional rights'' or when facts support an

inference that the supervisor directed the subordinates to act

unlawfully or knew that the subordinates would act unlawfully and

failed

1352, 1360 (11th zoo3llquoting Gonzalez v. Reno,

1228, 1235 (11th Cir. 2003)). BThe standard by which a supervisor

is held liable in Ehis) individual capacity for the actions of a

subordinate is extremely rigorous.'' Id. at 1361.

stop them from doing so.'' Cottone v . Jenne, F.3d

325 F.3d

With respect to Counts and is undisputed that Chief

Boyd and Deputy Chief Miller did not personally participate in

Plaintiffs' alleged constitutional violations. Therefore,

Plaintiffs must show a ncausal connection'' through a history of

widespread abuse of Plaintiffs' Fourth and Fourteenth Amendment
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rights that would have put Chief Boyd and Deputy Chief Miller on

notice of the need to correct the alleged deprivations, and show

that they failed to do so. Brown , 9O6 F.2d at However, of the

Plaintiffs that presented triable issues concerning their alleged

constitutional violations, only Short and Mr. Saleh filed

formal complaints with the MGPD. ED.E. 138-15; 144-14; 145-11 In

addition , the limited number of encounters stated herein are not

uobvious, flagrant, rampant and of continued duration'' to provide

the requisite notice Chief Boyd and Deputy Chief Miller of

widespread constitutional abuses. Id.

Since Plaintiffs' first method of causation fails, Plaintiffs

can also identify a custom or policy that amounted to deliberate

indifference their constitutional rights by Chief Boyd and

Deputy Chief Miller. Cottone, F.3d at 1360. In an attempt to

show deliberate indifference, Plaintiffs maintain that Chief Boyd

and Deputy Chief Miller were responsible for reviewing a1l Field

Contact Reports, especially after allegations of falsification, yet

failed to do so and failed to hire a statistician conduct a

further investigation. (D.E. at ! 251. However, per MGPD

policy, Chief Boyd and Deputy Chief Miller were not responsibile

for reviewing Field Contact Reports. According to the MGPD Policy

Manual, Chapter 24.6, ''lsqquad sergeants shall review the

submissions from their squads at the end of each shift for accuracy

and relevant content.'' (D.E. 137-3 at Thus, even the Field
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Contact Reports provided evidence of constitutional violations,

Plaintiffs have not identified the ''responsible supervisors'' on

notice of their deprivations. See Monell, 436 U .S. at 691 (Section

1983 liability cannot be predicated solely on doctrine of

resrondeat superior) As a result, viewing the evidence in a light

most favorable to the Plaintiffs, Chief Boyd and Deputy Chief

Miller are entitled to summary judgment of Plaintiffs' supervisory

liability claims asserted in Counts and

As for Counts 7 and 8, a genuine issue of material fact exists

as to whether Major Chapman issued a directive to specifically

target African-American males between the ages of fifteen and

thirty (30) during a February 2012 roll call. The genesis of this

issue of fact is based, in large part, on the testimony of several

MGPD officers who were present during the February 2012 roll call

as well as Major Chapman's explanation that he simply ''shared the

crime statistical information with the officers, and (said) our

focus, based upon crime statistics, should be directed the

demographic committing the crimes.'' (D.E. 138-16 at f

Assuming a reasonable jury decides Major Chapman issued the

directive, then Plaintiffs, specifically Plaintiff Montale, will

have presented facts that usupport an inference that supervisor

directed subordinates act unlawfully or knew that the

subordinates would act unlawfully and failed to stop them from

doing so.'' Cottone v. Jenne, F.3d at 1360. Although Major
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Chapman maintains that nEalt no time did Ehe) instruct or even

encourage in the slightest way for any officer to make a custodial

detention (i.e., Terrv stop) without reasonable suspicion or arrest

without probable cause,'' this qualification misses the mark . The

focus is on the directive to target a particular racial demographic

identified by crime statistics in the first instance . If proven,

Major Chapman's directive would constitute racial profiling

violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. ED.E. 138-16 at

In addition, Plaintiffs present record evidence that Chief Boyd and

Flovd, 959 Supp . 2d at 603.

Deputy Chief Miller were aware Major Chapman's alleged

directive. (D.E. 140-4 at 19; 149-175. As such, none of the parties

are entitled to summary judgment on the supervisory liability

claims asserted in Counts 7 and 8.

1. Qualified Immunity

The last issue raised by the Defendant Officers concerns their

entitlement to qualified immunity. On this point, it is well-

settled that ugovernment officials performing discretionary

functions generally are granted a qualified immunity and are

lshielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct

does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional

rights of which a reasonable person would have known . r'' Wilson v .

Layne, 526 609 (1999) (quoting Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457

U.S. 800, 818 (1982)). ''If the 1aw was clearly established, the
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immunity defense ordinarily should fail
, since a reasonably

competent official should know the law governing his conduct .
''

Harlow, at 818-19. ''A court evaluating a claim of qualified

immunity must first determine whether the plaintiff has alleged the

deprivation of an actual constitutional right at all, and if so,

proceed to determine whether that right was clearly established at

the time of the alleged violation .'' Wilson, 526 U .S . at 609 .

However, in Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 236 (2009), the

Supreme Court indicated that ''judges of the district courts and the

courts appeals should be permitted to exercise their sound

discretion in deciding which the two prongs of the qualified

immunity analysis should be addressed first in light of the

circumstances in the particular case .''

undisputed that Defendants were engaged in

discretionary functions in their respective positions at the MGPD .

As noted above, Plaintiffs will bear the burden at trial of proving

their constitutional injuries, which center around MGPD officers

properly conducting stops-and-frisks. If proven, the law governing

the permissible scope of stops-and-frisks was clearly established

the time the seminal cases of Terry v . Ohio, 392 U.S .

(1968) Ybarra v. Illinois, 444 U.S.

Dickerson, 508 U.S. (1993).

established concerning selective

official conduct discriminating

(1979), and Minnesota v.

addition, the law was clearly

enforcement and the prevention of

on the basis of race in Whren v.

In this case, it is
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U.S., 517 U.S. 8O6 (1996) and Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229

(1976). Assuming Plaintiffs establish their constitutional

injuriés, Defendants would not be entitled to qualified immunity on

Plaintiffs' supervisory liability claims stated in Counts 7 and 8 .

IV . CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis, it is hereby

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Defendant City of Miami Garden's

Motion for Summary Judgment ED.E. is GRANTED IN PART and

DENIED IN PART . It is further

ORDERED AND ADJUGED that Defendant Officers' Motion for

Summary Judgment ED.E. 134) is GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART.

It is further

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiffs' Cross-Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment (D.E. 148) is DENIED.

A
' rida, this 7 7DONE ANo ORDERED in chambers at Miam ,

of May, 2015.

DONALD L . GRAHAM
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

cc: A11 Counsel of Record
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